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CHE ducks controversy
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Following the -urging of the
Council on Higher Educatiop,
Murray State University and
Paducah Community College
officials met this morning to seek
some agreement on an engineering program for far western
Kentucky.
Gov. Brereton Jones said in his
budget proposal that the University of Kentucky should be allowed to build an engineering program at PCCollege. But that plan
touched a raw nerve with the
MSU, a longstanding highereducation competitor in the
region.
The engineering proposal had
not been presented to or approved

by the council, which is charged
with drafting budget proposals
for all of higher education in
Kentucky.
Members of both sides were
prepared to testify before the
CHE today but did not get the
opportunity. Council members
said they did not know enough
about the matter to decide and
said it was an economic development issue in any event.
"It looked like we had a territory, a turf battle going on down
there," said council member Joe
Bill Campbell of Bowling Green.
Both groups met this 'morning
behind closed doors to discuss
the possibility of a compromise,
but details were not available at

A GOOD SPORT

Watergate
ghost haunts
Whitewater

press time.
Paducah interests said the decision by the council was actually a
victory.

"I think this is a step forward
for the project." said PCCollege
President Len O'Hara.
MSU President Ronald Kurth
said the issue had not divided
Calloway and McCracken
counties.
"We are trying to resolve that
as I stand here," Kurth said.
MSU regents Bob Matthews,
Philip Lanier, Sid Easley and Jim
Butts were present at the meeting
along with Kurth, Vice President
Jim Booth, Dr. Gary Boggess and
Dr. Vi Miller.

WASHINGTON (Al') —
Republicans are turning up the
heat on the Whitewatcr affair by
raising the specter of another
Watergate. Top administration
officials stressed today that they
are cooperating with
investigators.
"We could have done things a
lot better here at the White
House," senior presidential
adviser George Stephanopoulos
acknowledged this morning. But,
he said, "I would point out as
well that we have been fully
cooperating with the special
-- counsel in every way." ----The White House, facing
heightened scrutiny from Congress, a special prosecutor and
the press, tried to put the best
face' on the matter.
"The best we can do is push
ahead," Press Secretary Dee Dee
Myers said.
Asked by a reporter if the controversy would hurt Clinton on
Capitol Hill, Myers responded,
"Who knows? We'll leave that to
you guys to decide. In the meantime, we'll continue to press the
president's agenda on Capitol
Hill and with the American
people."

I MI-problem means-building
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
When everything is said and
done, Calloway County still has
only two options when it comes
to the jail. Both include the construction of a new facility.
According to statute, the county can build a 96-hour holdover
facility and transport all of its
prisoners. Or it can build a fulltime jail to meet state
regulations.
"Either way, we're going to
have to construct something,"
said Ray Coursey, a member of
the fiscal court's jail committee.
State Director of Jails Robert
Powell said the only options now
open to the county are holding
detainees for 96 hours, then

gg Either way,
we're going to
have to construct
something. ))
...Ray Coursey

transporting them to full-time
jails, or constructing a fullservice facility that complies with
state standards.
The current facility cannot
even be used as a holding facility, Coursey said.
"We have ordered the jail
closed," Powell said.
While county officials are still

working on a plan for a new
facility, more than $38,750 was
paid out to other jails for housing
Calloway County prisoners in
1993, according to figures provided by County Treasurer Sue
Outland.
According to a preliminary
- report from the newly-hired jail
consultant, holding and transporting prisoners would "potentially
cost the county up to $1,004,793
per year."
Kcnar Architectural and Engineering. Inc., a Benton-based
firm, has been working with the
jail committee.
The Calloway County jail has
been operating in violation of
Department of Corrections orders
See Page 2
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Murray State sophomore Marcus Brown congratulates Tennessee
State's Tim Horton following the Tigers 73-72 win over the Racers in
the OVC Tournament championship game Saturday night in Nashville, Tenn.

She said also that the administration will "continue to do
whatever we can to cooperate
with the inquiries."
Myers said the White House
counsel's office was issuing a
•See Page 2

Marshall sheriff seeks investigation of Mike Ward
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
state attorney general's office has
been asked to investigate Commonwealth's Attorney Mike
Ward's handling of state money
paid to reimburse him for office
space, a newspaper reported
Sunday.
Marshall County Sheriff Brian
Roy said he received an inquiry

about- the matter and did some
research before forwarding the
information to Attorney General
Chris Gorman, The Paducah Sun
said in a copyright story.
One issue the state apparently
is looking at is whether Ward,
who records show is behind on
his office rent, actually did apply
the reimbursements to pay

expenses of the prosecutor's
office, the newspaper said.
When asked about it in a
recent interview, Ward said, "I
can't say .that I have every time.
Those checks arc made out to me
personally."
Ward said money paid to him
by the state may have been
shifted to other expenses but

were always used for "utilities.
phone, rent or other overhead."
For instance, he said, money sent
as reimbursement for utilities
might be put toward his rent.
Records show Ward still owes
one former landlord, Morgan Trevathan and Gunn Inc., more than
$6,800 for rent and utility
charges incurred while renting

office space as prosecutor in
1986 and 1987.
However, an employee of the
Department of Finance says a
review of expense reimbursement
forms maintained in the state archives. shows. Ward did not seek
reimbursement for any of his
expenses during those two years.
Ward did submit expense

reporting forms, seeking rent
reimbursements varying between
5137.05 and $279.56 a month
from September 1989 to December 1992, when he rented office
space from Dr. Louis Forte.
Forte's brother, Frank Forte,
who now manages his brother's
▪ See Page 2

Moloney says tax
increase not needed

Arafat meets
with Israeli envoy

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
that could allow Kentucky to
health:care reform bill can cover 201,000 uninsured people
expand the number of Kentuc- under Medicaid.
kians covered by Medicaid withWhen the House passed a
out raising the tax on health-care
health-care bill two weeks ago
providers, the chairman of the
that did not increase the tax on
Senate budget Committee said.
providers, it raised the prospect
"I think we will develop some that the health-care reform bill
funding without having to might actually cut the number of
increase the provider tax." Sen. people covered_ by Medicaid.
Mike Moloney said Sunday on
Moloney, a Lexington DemoWLEX-TV's "Your Govern- crat, said that Friday's discusment" program.
sions resulted in a solution that
The tax on health-care providwould allow some expansion of
ers hat sorfaced as a problem
Medicaid before Jones leaves
between lawmakers and Gov. office in December 1995. MoloBrereton Jones in reaching agree- ney did not say how much.
ment on the budget and a health"I'm not going to get into specare reform bill.
cifics of it right now," said
Jones has said the current tax
Moloney. "I think we've reached
rate must be increased to/help an agreement now on some numfund Medicaid, the federal-state bers that will enable us
to make
program for the poor. The current some progress in
the area of
rate is 2 percent on the gross expanding the program
without
receipts of doctors and many having to raise the
tax."
other providers and 21/i percent
Though Moloney said it's too
on hospitals.
Higher rates also would be early to say what the final healthneeded to expand the program to care bill will look like, he preLake advantage of a waiver the
federal government has granted • See Pogo 2

JERUSALEM (AP) — An today after an army jeep was
Israeli envoy met with PLO lead- stoned, raising the overall death
er Yasscr Arafat today for the toll to 29 in the violent reaction
first time since the Hebron to the massacre. Clashes also
mosque massacre to press for a were reported in Bethlehem.
resumption of peace talks. Two
Israeli officials are trying to
Palestinians died in a clash with get talks with the PLO going
Israeli troops- during more Arab again in an attempt to calm Arab
rioting.
passions and.rednce the violence.
Officials at the Palestine LiberEgyptian government officials
ation Organization's, headquarters salt1 Israeli envoy Jacques Neu
said an Israeli offer made to Ara- lah, a senior Rabin adviser, flew
fat in Cairo, Egypt, contained to Cairo today and met with Ara"nothing new" toward meeting fat to discuss resuming the talks.
PLO conditions for reviving autPLO officials at their headonomy talks and predicted it
quarters
in Tunis, Tunisia, speakwould be rejected.
ing
on
condition
of anonymity,
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
warned in Jerusalem that the said Ncriah gave Arafat new
delay heightened the risk that ideas for getting the talks going
"crazies" on both sides could again, but they declined to disstrike again in their campaigns to cuss the details.
wreck the Israel-PLO peace
Arafat and Neriah both left
effort.
Egypt without speaking to
The talks have been stalled
reporters.
since a Jewish settler, Baruch
Goldstein, shot 30 Muslim worArafat arrived in Cairo on Sunshipers to death while they pray- day for talks with President Hosed in a. Hebron mosque Feb. 25. ni Mubarak, who has been
Two Palestinians were reported mediating attempts to bring Israel
shot to death by troops in Hebron and the PLO together again.

EVENTS
II Calloway County School Board
will meet Tuesday at 7p m at the super-,
intendent's office
• Calloway Fiscal Court will meet
Thursday at 130 pm in the office of
Judge/Executive J 0. Williams.
• Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 730 pm in the Council
chambers at city hall

STACEY CROOK ledger & Times photo

Six-year-old Brent White checks to be sure all his plastic can be
recycled during a Recycling Day KIck-off Saturday at the park. About
1,000 people and more than 30 volunteers participated In the effort.

SPORTS
II Tennessee State's Carlos Rogers was
unstoppable in Saturday night's OVC
Tournament championship game against
i
z
Al
a
iiState, as he poured in 38 points,
'4
a game-winning dunk with 21
Moro left, as ?he Tigers shocked the
Rims in 141ash011e
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III The League of Women Voters of
Murray-Calloway County and the
American Association of U2lieersity
Women are Sponsoring a impel on
'Changes in Higher Education' which
will beheld at the Calloway County Pub!
lc Library on March 8 at 7 p m
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will pretest the findings of his
sandy at Thursday's fiscal Weft
weieting.
Fletcher declined to talk specifically-about the study until it has
bees-teleased to the fiscal court.
HoweVer, Coursey said preliminary projections show an &triage of 114 ptisoners will be
lodged daily in Calloway over the
next 20 years.
Chief Deputy Jailer Floyd
Dawson said during the weekend
of Feb. 26, 32 prisoners were
lodged in the county jail, which
has enough beds for 32 people.
However, six of those are for
women ajld two are for prisoners
on wort release.
Dawson said Monday morning
that 30 people are currently'
lodged in the jail.
"We've shipped some out," he
said. "But as soon as we do. it
fills nght back up."
Twenty-four Calloway County
pnsoners are presently lodged in•
other jails..
The projections show a 20-year
low of /14 beds and a high of 112.
Beds are needed for adult high
security, medium and loss security, isolation, drunk cells and
work release.
Juveniles are not considered
because of special requirements.

,
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In 1993. Calloway County
spirit at total-of $311.751
to houst prisoners in
other OW InCalcanO:
Marshall — 934,567
McCracken — $2,731
Franklin — $375
Trigg — $1,079
The following facilities are
currently holding 'Calloway County prisoners:
(The number of prisoners
are in parenthesis)

JAIL:

BEDS: AVG.
INMATES:
Marshall (16) 80
70
Trigg (1)
20
n/a
Fulton (4) 68684-,
54
Graves (2) 55
Warren (1)
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FROM PAGE 1
properties, said Ward was served
with an eviction notice after he
"missed seven out of 27 months
payments."
Although the financial arrangement between Louis Forte and
Ward was apparently never set in
writing, Frank Forte said Ward
was to pay S310 a month. Frank
Forte said Ward still owes about
S1,000. Ward said he owes only
about $300.
"I'm not going to tell you I've
been a great money manager,"
Ward said. "I hOven't. 1"m making an effort to do better."
Ward, who has been commonwealth's attorney for Marshall
and Calloway counties since
1981, is classified as a part-time
prosecutor.
The state estimates Wird
spends about 75 percent oi his
time working as commonwealth's
attorney, entitling him to -reimbursement of 75 percent-of the
fair market value of his officespace costs.
Ward is also eligible tb--'be
reimbursed for 75 percent of his
utilities and basic telephone service charges. Long distance calls
made for prosecutorial purposes
are reimbursed in full.
Reimbursements are based on
information Ward submits in
expense reporting forms to the
Prosecutors Advisory Council.
Records obtained from that agency show Ward was reimbursed

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
PICK 3:

4-2-9

THE PICK:
2-3-4-32-49-51-54-56

nwhe Adams - Pluirmanst.

LOTTO:

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whltnell

—Ile tune keeps-. data in its
computer that goes back several
years." he said. Consultants can
plug in numbers and tell the state
what type -of' information they
need.
Coursey thinks the county
should look at building a jail
barge enough to accommodate
needs 20 years from now.
"lithe jail is smaller, the only
savings you'd realite is some
building costs." he said.
Coursey said the Department
of Corrections generally advises
against building jails smaller than
50 beds because of the basic cost
and project needs.
Personnel costs, which generally are the highest. will be the
same in a 50-, 80-, or I10-bed
Coursey said.
-Arguments about building a
"Holiday Inn" for prisoners are
not accurate, Coursey said.
"There are eight to 16 beds in
a room and you get a commode
and water fountain. Congnitulauons, if that's a Holliday Inn I'm
sure glad I haven't stayed in it."
he said.
While any facility will have to
be built to meet state standards,
Coursey said the requirements are
not plush.
"It's not going to Ise a picnic
for anybody," he said.

CALLOWAY COUNTY FIRE-RESCUE
Feb. 28
.- Firefighters responded to the following hold fires: ohs on
Ky.- 2110, one on Brooks Chapel Road, one on Roy
Driye.rje
Road,one in Coldwater and one on R'
i‘ hon. volunteers.: responded to a trash pile fire on Bethel

Church Road and a-car fire near Midway on U.S. 641 S.
Seven calls came in beginning around noon and continued
thrOugh 7:30 p.m

Defense will appeal
Griffin's conviction

Mike Ward...

George Washimon
Never Told a be HE DIDN'T SLEEP HERE
HE JUST PASSED A -Bur!

A

nia

According to Outland, the county
spent S3,000 in 1993 to house
juveniles.
Fletcher said he derived the
projected numbers by using statecreated formulas.
"These numbers are very conservative," Coursey said.
The state does not do projecuons. Fletcher said it simply provides data for others to analyze.
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Sponsored By

753-417S
Shell

S10.027 in fiscal year 1991-92
and S7,517 in fiscal year 1992-93
for rent, utilities and phone service, the newspaper reported.
That money is in addition to
Ward's 538,165 annual salary,
his S6,000 elected official
Speaking on Israel radio, Rabin
said delay "plays into the hands
of the Palestinian terrorists"
seeking revenge for the massacre.
and "opens possibilities for the
crazies or a crazy on the Israeli
side" to further damage the
peace process.
Israel has offered to speed up
implementation of the Sept. 13
peace accord with the PLO,
which provides initially for limited Palestinian autonomy in the
Gaza Strip and the West Bank
town of Jericho.
The withdrawal of Israeli
troops "could be implemented in
six weeks, instead of four
months" as stipulated in the
accord, Gad Ben-Art, Rabin's
spokesman, told The Associated
Press.
But Rabin stressed today he
was not prepared to renegotiate
the accord.
"If we have to renegotiate an
agreement ... because of problems
one side has over one event or
another, there's no reason to continue talks,"-he said, alluding to
Arafat's demands for an international force to protect Palestinians in the occupied territories
and for the disarming of Jewish
settlers there.
Israel has said it will discuss
deploying non-military international observers, but rules out
disarming settlers or dismantling
settlements.
Ben-Ani said telephone and fax
contacts between Israeli and PLO
officials had resumed in the last
few days "at various levels and
in various forms."
expense allowance and his
$73,371 staff budget.
Ward said he does not understand why being behind in his
rent should be a public, issue. "I
can see how that might.- be made
to look bad," Ward said. "I
don't feel I've ,done anything
wrong. I really don't."

PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) —4,
An anti-abortion activist convicted of murdering an abortion
doctor will appeal, in part
because the judge refused to
allow abortion-related materials
to be presented as evidence, a
defense lawyer said Sunday.
Meanwhile, some called for an
investigation into whether
Michael F. Griffin shot Dr. David
Gunn as part of a conspiracy
against abortion providers.
Circuit Judge John Parnham
waited until just before closing
arguments Saturday to rule that
Griffin's jury_ would not be
allowed to sec graphic videos and
anti-abortion literature.
The prosecution had objected
to the items as being irrelevant
and inflammatory. The defense
had said they disturbed Griffin's
state of mind so much that he
confessed to a crime he did not
commit.

••

FROM PAGE 1
memorandum today instructing
the staff how to provide a special
prosecutor with subpoenaed
paperwork regarding three briefings White .House officials
received on a confidential government inquiry into the Whitewater affair..News of the briefings stoked the most recent controversy and led to the
resignation of Bernard Nussbaum
as White House general counsel.
The staff was told Friday not
to destroy any paperwork or computer tapes, leaving garbage overflowing in trash _cans today.
"The first runof the instructions were to destroy nothing,
remove iwthing — don't take out
your trash.. Now that everybody's
back ... people will be instructed
today to start collecting their
documents and hand them over,"
Myers said.
-She said Clinton will move
quickly to replace Nussbaum,
who resigned Saturday under fire,
but will remain on the job until
next month.
Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa, the
ranking Republican on the House
Banking Committee, appearing
with Stcphanopoulos on NBC,
warned that "unless this White
House operates with a greater

Author Seeake,

Seaday, 84oreit 6
91,10 am
10.03 a.m.
p.m.

dieted it will include three
provisions.
"I think the health-purchasing
alliances will be there," he said.
"I think you'll have data collection (on rates charged by providers), although you will not have
rate-setting. I believe you'll have

RALLY FOR
STRONG FAMILIES

super sale prices

Malay, Maxi
7700 a.ni.

1/2 Price on Residential &
Commercial Short Rolls
From

The House version of the bill
makes participation in a healthpurchasing alliance voluntary, but
the Senate version requires public
employees to be part of an
alliance. The alliance would
negotiate with insurers for lower
premiums for its members. "I
think you've got to have that
(mandatory) component." Molo
ney•said.
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New York Times reported on the
involvement of the Clintons in
the Whitewater Development
Corp. The Washington Times
quoted one source as saying more
than a dozen boxes of documents
were destroyed, but the newspaper said the nature of the records
was not clear.

FROM PAGE 1

CARPET/AREA RUGS

'What It Takes to Build a Strong Family"
-What It Takes to Build a Strong Family"
"Building the Marrfage of a Wahine'

sense of the law ... it is going to
find itself in far worse shape than
it has any reason to be."
"There is still no credible allegation of wrongdoing by anyone
in the administration," Vice
President Al Gore said Sunday on
NBC's "Meet the Press."
He said mistakes have been
made in White House responses
to the investigation into a failed
Arkansas savings and loan tied to
the Clintons and their Whitewater
land venture. But "the handling
of it from this moment forward is
going to be absolutely dead on in
following the absolute highest .
ethical standards."
In another Whitewater report
today, The Washington Times
reported that during the 1992
presidential campaign„ Hillary
Rodham Clinton Summoned couriers from the Rose Law Firm in
Little Rock to the. Arkansas
executive mansion, -*here she
gave them record's- to be
shredded.
The Times quoted three current
or former Rose employees as saying the shredding began after The

•Moloney...

Seminar
Non Rose

d not to seek the death penalty.

II Watergate.

Attend the

Murray, Kentucky
March 6-9

"We'll have to appeal because,
all of the abortion information —
literature, brochures, everything
seized from his possession; his
locker was full of it, his house,
his car — none of that went to
the jury," said Robert Kerrigan,
a private attorney who defended
Griffin for free.
Griffin also will appeal the
judge'rrefusal to allow an insanity defense and the use of a standard jury instruction that the
opinions of expert witnesses are
presumed to be reliable, Kerrigan
said,.The case would go to Florida's. _1st_ District Court of Appeal
in Tallahassee.
- Griffin, 32, a former Pensacola
chemical worker, was convicted
of first-degree muider Saturday
and sentenced to life in prison
with ,no chance of parole for 24
years. The prosecution had agree-
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FROM PAGE 1
for nearly three yews became ihe
facility hes estism -luseight vp
to Slite S11111111141.
However, the shist-dows order,
along with two previous ortlen to
limit the facility to a 36- and
12-hour holdover, are currently
under appeal in Franklin County
Circutt Court.
No ruling has been issued on
the, case, which has been in the
court for more than a year.
Powell said since the county
requested the appeal, "it is up to
the county to pursue it."
County Attorney David Harrington. who is handling the CaSesv. AS in court Monday morning
and unavailable for comment.
Coursey said the primary concern is liability, especially when
transporting prisoners.
Kenar architect Harold Fletcher

I
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Eaglin wins respect for taking on tough issues
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Ronald Eaglin's willingness to
take on tough issues and speak
his mind has gained the Morehead State University president
the respect of many faculty and
administrators.
"He has passed his toughest
test, and that was to come in here
and become as well thought of as
quickly as he did," board of
regents Chairman William Scaton
said. "He has a very open, easy
management style, but he says
exactly what he thinks."
Eaglin wants to phase out the
school's 63 scholarships by 1998,
to the great displeasure of coaches, players and some influential
alumni. The board of regents will
consider Eaglin's plan today.

Gary Cox, director of Kentuck
y's Council on Higher Education,
said Eaglin's approach to Morehead State's football program is
charactensuc of his approach to
management.
"He's pretty straightforward
and he doesn't spend a lot of time
complaining and griping — he
takes the bull by the horns," said
Cox, a Morehead alumnus.
Cox and others said Eaglin softens his blows with a willingness
to listen and a Southern-style diplomacy honed at his last stop, as
chancellor of Coastal Carolina
University near Myrtle Beach,
S.C.
"I never feel like he has a hidden agenda, and I trust him,"
said Bruce Mattingly, the facul-

ty's representative on the board.
"For the first umc in a long time,
the administration is not necessarily an adversary of the
faculty."
Rodney Stanley, chairman of
the Faculty Senate, said most
professors applauded Eaglin's
move to cut football scholarships.
"I think overall the morale is
much better here than it has been
in past years," Stanley said. "He
is just much more open and
receptive to faculty."
But some of Morehead's 400
faculty members fault Eaglin for
not getting rid of many of the
administrators he inherited.
Some also grumble that Eaglin
is too willing to go along with
Gov. Brereton Jones' proposal for

"performance-based fending" of
Kentucky's universities. Jones'
plan would peg future funding to
improvements in 27 areas, including student graduation rates and
alumni satisfaction, rather than to
enrollment growth.
But the issue stirring the most
debate among faculty is Eaglin's
proposal to start a merit system
for raises.
Supporters of merit pay note
that Morehtad is the only one of
Kentucky's universities not to
have some sort of merit system in
place.
Opponents argue that Morehead, as an eastern Kentucky
institution, is more rife with politics that its sister colleges. A
merit system will merely hand

Authorities still searching for cause of trailer fire
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Authorities are still invlbstigating the cause of a mobile home
fire that killed six people, but
said all the victims died of smoke
inhalation.
"They died in their sleep.
They were overcome by smoke
inhalation before the fire got to
them. Some were burned worse
than others," Dr. Charles Harlan,
state medical examiner, said

Saturday.
Investigators believe an electrical shortage behind a couch or a
heat lamp may have caused Friday morning's fire at Sunnyciale
Trailer Park in the New Providence community, but they are
not sure.
_
All of the victims have been
identified. They are Tonya
Schiedt, 22, the sole adult victim,
her 7-month-old daughter Ashley,

Tobacco industry concerned
about administration's attacks
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Although the Clinton administration is stepping up attacks against
tobacco, leaders of the industry
are advising farmers that this too
shall pass.
"Everybody reads and hears
that it appears to be the end of
the line and that doomsday has
arrived," said Thomas A.
Norvell, vice president and general manager of Southwestern
Tobacco Co. "But I don't share
that view at all."
Danny McKinney, chief executive officer of the Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperative Association, likened the anti-tobacco
assaults to an ever-increasing
swarm of gnats. "They're not
going to do any permanent damage, but they're all bothersome."
In Washington, however, even
tobacco's staunchest defenders
say the latest round of assaults is
cause for real concern.
"It's posing enormous problems," said U.S. Rep. Hal
Rogers, R-Somerset. "In the past
we had the luxury of being able
to fight the battles one at a
time."
The biggest fight this year will
probably come over Clinton's
proposed 75-cent-a-pack increase
in the tobacco tax.
"This incessant series of
attacks on smoking and tobacco
may make a large tax more palatable to larger rutmbers of members of Congress," Rogers said.
The administration also wants
to ban smoking in most public
buildings and place harsher restrictions on cigarette advertising.
The Food and Drug Administration is even considering regulating cigarettes as an addictive
drug.
U.S. Rep. Scotty Baesler, DLexington, said the flurry of antitobacco missiles must be part of
some Clinton administration
scheme. "It's not by accident. I
think it's by design," Baesler
said.
He said he did not know what
the administration's grand plan
is, but, "I think a lot of people in
the administration have an antitobacco agenda."
John Maxwell, a tobacco

industry analyst with Wheat First
Securities, said the administration's efforts might be part of an
overall strategy no pass the
cigarette tax increase.
"I think they're trying to scare
the hell out of the industry to a
degree, maybe make 'em cower a
little bit, so maybe they'll say a
tobacco tax is OK," he said.
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He said mobile homes are no
more subject to catching on fire
than any other type of home, but
said older trailers are more susceptible to burning up rapidly
because of the materials they are
made of.

Eaglin, 53, Morehead's fourth
president in the last 10 years, will
need the support he is winning as
he takes on the school's considerable problems. Morehead, like
Kentucky's other seven state universities, faces a budget crunch.
The only public university in
the eastern Kentucky mountains
also faces some problems all its
own on three key fronts:
—Faculty. Pay for Morehead's
faculty ranks fifth out of the
state's six regional universities,
and about 10 percent below the
state average.
—Students. In a survey conducted before Eaglin arrived,
Morehead's students gave the
lowest marks to their school compared with students at the state's
other universities.
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Something Old,
k926-112/
Something New.
,

There's something new to remember. From now on, when you make long
distance calls to telephone numbers within Kentucky's 502 area code, dial
0 or 1 + 502 and then the number you're calling.*
The nation's continued telecommunications growth has created a shortage
of telephone numbers. By dialing the appropriate area code on all long distance
calls, numbers are freed up for new business and residential customers.
If you have long distance numbers within the 502 area code on any programmed services or equipment like Speed Calling, Call Forwarding, modems, or
even a FAX machine, now's the time to reprogram them. Effective April 2,
1994, dialing the area code will be necessary to complete long distance calls
to telephone numbers within the 502 area.
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fire.
"I couldn't See how you could
hold the owner responsible," he
said.

Eaglin has something of a
paternal approach, students say.
He imposed a smoking ban inside
school buildings last year. He
tells teachers to step in when they
see a student loafing.
And so far, Eaglin has managed to please another important
eastern Kentucky constituent: the
locals.
Eaglin has joined economic
development groups, talked to
school superintendents, visited
high schools and met with mayors and judge-executives in the
22 counties of Morehead's service area.
"He seems to be trying to
show a personal interest in our
problems and our students," said
Frank Hamilton, Johnson County
school superintendent. "We feel
we have a person at Morehead we
can communicate with."
Longtime observers of Morehead say Eaglin's affection for

the mountains reminds them of
Adron Doran, Morehead's
longeiniaung president.
"He doesn't appear to me to
be an empire builder, but he
seems sincerely interested in
finding Morehead's niche," said
Cox, the Council on Higher Education director. "I see a sense of
purpose
ale:, now at Morehead that I
haven't seen this distinctly for a

I 02 926'112/

With a Woodmen
annuky, your dollars
earn tax-deferred
Interest at a
competitive rate To
find out more about
Woodmen a
Tax-Deferred
Annuities. contact

Howard 0 Hughes
Woodman Ude
Mummy. KY 42071
Phone 763-4330

4-year-old Christine and Andrew,
3.
Two children Schiedt was
baby-sitting also died in the fire.
They were identified by officials
as Steven Braden, 3, and his sister Janessa Braden, 101/1 months.
They had been dropped off at the
trailer shortly before the fire by
their father, neighbors said.
Fire Chief Eugene Keel said
the mobile home didn't cause the

raises to political favornes,.they
contend.
Students say Eaglin lost points
after his first general speech,
when he chastised members of
the audience for wearing baseball
caps.
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Schroeder likely
to be first woman
chair in 17 years
By MARCY GORDON
Associated Press Wow
WASHINU iON (AP)
She—s
n many Things the woman
who almost ran for president, the founder of the Congressional
Women's Caucus, the nimble-witted lawmaker who first labeled
Ronald Reagan "the Teflon president."
And now Rep. Patricia Schroeder, -53. is positioned to smash
through the glass ceiling for women in Congress. The Colorado
Democrat could become the first woman in 17 years to chair a full
standing committee in the House of Representatives.
Provided, that is, that the panel in question, the House Post
Office and Civil Service Committee, isn't eliminated in a
reorganization.
"That's why I'm not counting my chickens before they hatch,"
Schroeder said in a recent interview.
A chairmanship would admit Schroeder to the conclave of lawmakers who help set the agenda for the House, with power to move
or bury legislation and control debate by other committee members.
"At some point, people are going to get tired of the boys pulling
that trick," she quipped.
The last woman to head a full House committee was the late
Rep. Leonor Sullivan, a Missouri Democrat who chaired the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee from 1973 to 1977.
iThe late Hattie Caraway, D-Ark., who chaired the now defunct
Committei on Enrolled Bills from 1935 to 1945; was the only
woman tor ever head a full Senate committee.)
Schroeder. the most senior of the 47 women House members, is
the ranking Democrat on the Post Office committee, which has jurisdiction over the enure federal civil service, the U.S. Postal Service and the Census.
• The current chairman. Rep. William Clay, D-Mo., is expected to
become chairman of the House Educauon and Labor Committee
next year. replacing retiring Rep. William Ford, D-Mich
But a proposal for congressional reform, coupled with demands
hv some Republican House members for committee changes. may.
kill the Post Office panel.
The outcome won't be known until December, when House
Democrats divvy up committee chairmanships and turf for the next
Congress.
As chairman. Schroeder said she would like to work on "familytriendl workplace issues" affecting federal employees as well as
the hiring and promotion of. women. •
"There have been a lot of stalled women." she said.
That's the kind of issue- that Schroeder has built a record on
since she came to Congress in 1972. She is widely recognized as a
champion of the underdog, a smart and scrappy advocate for
women and children.
Schroeder "has taken the heat for pressing women's needs,"
said Harriett Woods, president of the National Women's Political
— Caucus, a bipartisan group that supports women candidates for
office
Woods said Schroeder "turned women's issues into family
'sues into everyone's issues.... There is a wonderful justice in her
being the person who would chair" the civil service committee.
Schroeder can be controversial, too.
"Pat is blessed with a wonderful personality — and she needs
every ounce of it because she says such outrageous things sometimes," said Rep. Robert Doman of California. a conservative
Republican.
He was recalling an exchange with Schroeder over women in
combat position — when as a pilot, he said, he was struck by her
assertion that pilots don't have to be athletic.
Schroeder already sits on three committees — Armed Services,
Judiciary, and Post Office and Civil Service — and four subcommittees of those.
In 1987, after fellow Coloradoan Gary Hart dropped out of the
race for the Democratic presidential nomination, Schroeder spent
nearly four months testing her potential political and financial
support.
In a September 1987 Time magazine poll. Schroeder led the
other Democratic candidates on questions such as who would best
manage the economy and whom they would trust.
But that same month, a tearful Schroeder announced that she had
decided to withdraw. saying, "I could not figure out how to run
and not be separated from those I served."

GUEST EDITORIAL
Feb. 26. The Greenville (S.C.) News on Dan
Rostenkowski:
More than 10 members of the U.S. House of Representatives have
announced they won't seek re-election, many with a sense of either
personal disgust or aversion to probable defeat
Swimming against this tide is Rep Dan Rostenkowski, chairman of
the House Ways and Means Committee, crown pnrice a congressional
high rollers and hardly an even bet to survive- a Weinociatic primary in
his Chicago district.
A recent poll indicated he has only 25 percent support among likely
voters in the election three week's from now, which might be enough
to build on. if only news developments would stop dogging his pleas
for renewed public trust
(Recently) Rostenkowski acted to escape outstanding charges of
misusing congressional funds by reimbursing the House for some
S82,000 in supplies he couldn't account for using, though an indictment is still possible far suspected conversions of House postal allowanCeS to cash ...
Even if he hangs onto power. it's a consolation that he has been
INS Mmt by so many of his constituents, and will he weaker in the
lawn he wields in the Congress and over the federal budget

While controversy continues to
,brew between Paducah and Murray o%er a polytechnic institute,
one would think the City of Murray and one of its major employers would be working harder
together.
Instead, there have been occasions when members of the city
council have sent subtle messages
that the city may not be fully
supportive of Murray State
University.
For instance, during a meeting
of the council's public safety
committee two weeks ago, members discussed whether the city
should send a thank you letter to
the university for purchasing a
new platform fire truck to be
used for high-nse fires.
Not only did the committee
discuss whether to send the letter,
but who should draft it and to
whom it should be addressed.
The debate continued for more
than 15 minutes.
The issue of a simple thank
you arose a month ago and the
council decided to have the public safety committee make a
recommendation.
Keep in mind, this process is
normally used when the council
is debating whether to make a
one-way street two-way or
whether ,he speed limit should he
lowered in a particular area.
These issues generally require
some thought and preparation of
facts.
However, determining if the
it should say thanks to the university is not exactly a major
decision.

CRoOKED LINES

Stacey Crook
Ledger el. limes Staff Writer
ing relationship between the city
and the university?
One should not forget that the
university attracts a number of
businesses, people and money to
Murray.
Furthermore, when the council
voted to draft a resolution in support of the university's board of
regents, one councilman said it
was best for the city not to get
involved.
"I think the board of regents
made a big mistake. All they are
going to do is harden their (legislators) position." said_Dr—.Dan
Miller.
Dr. Charles Homra, who is a
university professor. also voted
. against the resolution but did not
make a public statement as to
why.
I appreciate council members'
willingness to express opinions
on every matter because I think
that generates better, more versatile government.
However, I wonder what type
of reflection comments. such as
Miller's have on the entire city.
Do most people in Murray, the
ones the council is elected to represent, think the city should not
get involved?

You see, the university bought
the S600.000 truck with grant
money from the Council on Higher Education. Other state universities also received similar safety
grants for firefighting equipment.
Murray State officials submitted a grant proposal which detailed the needs of the university.
Before the new 105-feet platform
truck came to Murray, the Murray Fire Department did not have
any equipment which could efficiently fight a fire on the upper
floors .of some of the dorms.
University officials spent hours
writing the grant proposals,
gathering information about various fire trucks and finding out
what equipment would best work
within the fire department's
parameters.
So while some council members questioned whether the university should be acknowledged
for its effort since money was not
spent out-of-pocket, no one else
mentioned the time and effort
that was actually spent.
The public safety committee
eventually determined that a letter should be written to the president from the mayor.
But does this type of discussion really foster a strong work-

Do the employees of the university, many of whom live, pay
taxes and shop in Murray, feel its
governing body should disassociate itself from their employer?
I do not want to debate
whether the city should send a
thank you letter or support the
board of regents.
I would like for the residents
of Murray to take a serious look
at- decisions the council makes.
Since it is a non-partisan group
elected at-large by city voters,
each person on the 12-member
council is your representative.
Is it in the best interest of the
community to argue about things
as trivial as a thank you and a
resolution when the city is facing
the formulation of next year's
budget?
How about discussing how the
city will absorb all the new .
growth and potential for annexing
properties?
_
Don't forget about - widening
Chestnut Street.
What about all those unfunded
mandates that are still being
handed down by state and federal ,
legislative bodies?
There is also the little matter
of the North Douglass rehabilitation project. Some residents are
still not happy with the
arrangements.
Aren't there about a million
other issues. that are more important to residents than thank yous
and resolutions?
The city needs Murray State
University and the school needs
the city. Why not scratch each
other's backs?
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Whither state welfare reform?
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
During his State of the Commonwealth address, Gov. Brereton
Jones took some pains to say he
wanted to overhaul Kentucky's
welfare system.
He complained that subsistence
payments become a way of life,
there is too little attention paid to
job training and education for
welfare recipients, the child support payment system is sporadic
and there are few penalties for
people who abuse the system.
He said he wanted a program
that tied together public assistance payments with child care,
transportation, housing, health
care and education.
"I want to work with Rep.
Tom Burch, Sen. Benny Ray
Bailey and all others who are
genuinely interested in this sub.iect7 To—
nes sia:
Six weeks later. Burch and
Bailey are still waiting for the
administration's welfare reform
package and an administration
spokeswoman was vague about
the whole subject. .
''That's one of the problems, I
think, we're all having,' said
Bailey, a Hindman Democrat and
chairman of the Senate Health
and Welfare Committee "When
you look at the health reform
budget as it was presented. there

CAPITOL IDEAS
-)r

could all be arranged. A second
stop might be necessary for job
placement.
Jones also wants to impose
what has come to be known as
work-fare,'' forcing welfare
recipients to get a job if they are
physically capable.
A big piece of that reorganization puzzle has run into serious
legislative opposition. Jones
wanted to turn over many of the
operations of the job placement
offices to the private sector. Even
some of Kentucky's largest
employers have publicly opposed
the idea.
And Burch said much of what
Jones wants to do can be done
now.
"The mechanism is there right
now if they'll just do it," Burch
said.
—
He applauded Jones' intentions, but said the governor failed
in trying to put a package
together.
"Until he shares it with people
and gets them on board with peo-.
ple that are going to move it for
him, it doesn't do any good,"
Burch said.
''

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
are all sorts of things that are
moved around that I assume
relate to welfare reform."
Bailey said he has seen no specific proposal that relates to welfare reform, as Jones envisioned.
Burch, a Louisville Democrat
who is the House Health and
Welfare Committee chairman,
said he has also not seen any specific proposal or been consulted
by the administration.
"14 it's been introduced,
they've left it a secret," Burch
said.
Burch also speculated that the
administration's proposals contained in the budget to reorganize
the Cabinet for Human Resources
may be the crux of its svelfare
reform package
Press Secretary Mindy Shannon Phelps was vague late last
week on what the administration
had planned "The welfare
reform initiatives that we're pur-

suing may or may not require
legislative action," Phelps said.
It may be getting late if specific legislative action is required.
The deadline passed last week for
introducing new legislative in the
House and Senate, though it is
still possible to skirt that rule.
"When we have an announcement, we'll let everybody know
at once," Phelps said.
Jones proposed to reshape the
cabinet to make it easier for people to wade through iM --4i- i1iare
system but also to encourage and
even force them out.
As it is, someone seeking
employment assistance, welfare
payments, food stamps and child
care might have to visit three different locations and up to five
different state workers.
Jones wanted a sort of one-stop
shopping approach where unemployment, subsidized child care,
food stamps. public assistance,
health care and transpertation

Mark R. Chellgree Is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press,
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Here are the season totals for (lark fired
tobacco for the
week ending March 4 submitted by the
Western Kentucky
Dark Fired Tobacco Association.
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Amount

The next fire cured tobacco sale
will be Wednesday, March 9, in
both Murray and Mayfield. The last
opportunity producers will have to
receive price support will be the
clean-up sale scheduled for Wednesday, March 16.

$221.69

Mayfield 3,188,105

$6,803,771.46

$213.41

$13,867,289.20

$217.55

The U.S. Department of Agriculture announced the acreage allotments for the 1994 fire cured and air
cured crops March 1 . The fire cured
allotments were increased 5 percent

raealletI
Ask your dealer for complete
ClelaaS and a free copy of the

TROY BILT 7 Year Waranty

Attention

Tobacco

Growers
GRAVES CO. CO-OP and
CAROLINA GREENHOUSES
Offers You The Leader In Greenhouse Technology.
CAROLINA GREENHOUSES will:
air Produce Better Quality & More Uniform Plants
1r4' Save Time & Reduce Labor Expense
itir Easy Set-Up (comes with complete'set-up instructions)

The NEW, IMPROVED ORIGINAL
mulching mower now has...
• Lightweight Cast Aluminum Deck
• Single-lever height adjustment for all four wheels
• Multiple speed transmission
• Blade Brake Cldtch (5.5HP14)16di41• Easy-to-reach and use controls
• Grass Bagger option
• 5 Models to choose from, 4 - 5.5HP
• Covered by exclusive 7-Year Warranty

Height: 136'
3'
W.:malts iltP11117—
A!.!.
A sturdy, very popular house used in
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amiluelwRoll
many stales Has higher pitched roof for better
drainage/snow removal. Comes 30' we and available in 60' to 290' lengths
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GREENHOUSES ARE IN STOCK, NO WAIT INVENTORY.
CALL(502)247-39=11AM-0042 FOR PRICES
Carolina's Choice Potting Soil $8.00 per Bag (Fills 20 Trays)
TOBACCO TRAYS AVAILABLE IN 3 DIFFERENT SIZES:
253, 288 OR 338 CELL sTP, $1.75 PER TRAY
•PELLETED TOBACCO SEED •WATEREBED PLASTIC

0TROY-Ellff"

•FLOATBED BOWS & COVERS'FERTILIZER

Murray Home & Auto

GRAVES CO. CO-OP
518

D.A.R.E. To
Keep Kids
Off Drugs

LI

and the air cured allotments werse.
decreased 5 percent.
Referenda for dark fired and dark
air cured will be held March 28-31
to determine whether growers want
marketing quotas for marketing
years 1994, 1995 and 1996.
Notices of the 1994 allotments
for individual farms and voting
information will be mailed to producers by USDA's county Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Committees.

Tucilkeue

Chestnut St.

753-2571

Average

$7,063,771.46

6,374,284

Sale starts March 9

V!. BEECH - MAYFIELD KY
(502) 247-3926 OR 1-800-698-0042

3,186,179

Total
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By Cathleen Lalicker

The first weekend of sunny
spent in the garden this month
spring weather usually finds me
will save you hours of work later
unprepared, in more ways than
in the season. Get after the weeds
one.
now and you will prevent them
I always intend to exercise durfrom getting a foothold, and more
ing the winter, so my muscles
importantly, from seeding the
won't be so shocked when, come
next generation.
spring. I spend entire days digHardy perennials can be
ging in the dirt and hauling away
divided and moved now. Even if
sod with the wheelbarrow. Well, (and most probably when),
the
winter is almost over and I
weather turns cooler, they won't
haven't started the exercise progbe bothered by the cold. If you
ram yet.
don't have room to plant all
It's too late anyway. Like
you've divided, give away you
many gardeners, I spent every
extra plants. Maybe you know
available moment out in the yard someone who is starting
a new
this weekend.
garden. Clean up leaves and
Every minute of daylight was debris. Cut all those dried
stems
precious, and I was out one
you left last fall. Be careful not
morning just after dawn, and
to damage the new shoots which
another evening until after dusk. 1 are probably poking
up just
did come in when there was
below the dead stems.
absolutely no light left in the sky,
Peas, radishes, onions, lettuce,
but I can imagine there were garmustard and potatoes can all be
deners who-worka-ti-Oorch—
planted in the vegetable garden
light and street light. I have. I've
now. I can hardly wait for my
even worked by the light of a
first salad from the garden. Even
brilliant full moon. It's probably
the early thinnings are a treat.
not a wonder that the sanity of
With all this to do, it's no
dedicated gardeners is occasionwonder I worked outside as long
ally called into question.
and as hard as I could this
March is the time '*-get the
weekend. Spring isn't going to
garden off to a good start. Time
wait for me to catch up with it.
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Growing In
The Garden
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When you plant Northrup King,
you,re in good company.
Congratulations to the growers who won titles
in the 1993 National Corn Growers Association yield
contest. Your Northrup King seed dealer will help you
select NK hybrids that will yield best on your land.
Even if you're not trying to win a contest, you'll harvest _Ont*
. yields when you plant Northrup King.
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TOOTHBRUSH
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CALENDAR
March 7

Auslilitinei fah annual Playwright

Festival4:30 p.m/Playhouse in the
Park. Into/758-1752
Purchase Area Toastmasters/6
p.m./Peptises.

Single Too/7 p m./Louie's Steak
House. trito/Wynnona. 753-7645. Celia. 753-6076, or Sandy, 753-0817.

Hazel Coder open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens' acMces.
p m. tor
Weeks Center open 8
senior citizens actives.
Murray Lodge No. 101 Fre• and
Accepted Masons/7.30 p.m.Aodge h.
Agoraphobia. Anxiety, Panic Disorder Support Group/8:30 p.m./St.
John's. Episcopal Church
into/753-1907 and ask tor Kathy.
Rally for Strong Famili•s,7
pm !University Church .ot Christ.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/8 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6.30 p m
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers 1/4 p m
Adult Disciple Bible Study/7 p.m
Murray-Calloway County Camera
Clubj p.m./Calloway County Public
Library
First Baptist Church events include
Trustees meetrigi2:30 p rn Week of
Prayer Program,7 p.m.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire

Department/6.30

m.WitirYällèy
er

Community Center
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p m !American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets
W0,753-6136 or 435-4314.
An Adults Belong- in College
workshopi6-9 p m !Curns Center. Murray Stale No charge Info/762-4150
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open 8 30 a m -12.30 p m and
1 30-4.30 p m

Tuesday, March II
Murray Civic Music Association presents recital by vocalists Everett and
Alicia Helm M4Corvey/8 p.m.'Lovett
Auctitonum, Murray State University
League of Women Voters and Murray
Branch of AAUWparel on 'Changes
in Higher Ed,ucaton'.7 p miCalloway
Count? Public Library.
Almo-Dexter Fire District meeting.i7
p m 'Temple Hill United Methodist
Church
Alzhoimer's Disease Educational/
Support Groupi4.30 p m /board room
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Int:1753-5561 or 762-1100
Cardiac Support Group/10 am/board
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/762-1170
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Dees Bank of Hazel,
8:30-1130 a. m and Wisehart Grocery
at Midway,1-3 pm

Tuesday, March
Murray Primary PTO skating
Murray.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9.30
a.m. end -Story Hour/t030 s.m.
Social Security representative/10:30
a.m.-1210 p.m /Calloway County
Public Library
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/7 30 p.m/Masonic

bride-elect of

Drew Isaacs
has mode her
gift selections
,
from

is
Bridal Registry
Pier

, Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday. March 8,
r at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. Judy Overbey, beauty consultant for Beauti-Control, will present the program. SOS officers will
meet at 6 p.m. prior to Tuesday meeting. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information
call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 4374414.

Hal
Parents Anonymous/8 p m
Info 753-0082
Coffee Break/9 30 a m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church

Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky 834.

Scottish Dancing on Tuesday

First Presbyterian Church/6 p m
pm/Hardin Library Info1-527-7098
Murray Lions Club/6 30 p m /Murray
Woman's Club House
THEOS/2 p m ,Annex of Calloway
County Public Library
Murray Christian Women's Club
Prayer Coffee/910 a m home of Freda Lovett
Murray Branch of AAUW 6 30
p m .Annex of Calloway County Public
Library
Wadesboro Homemakers Club 11
a.m./Sirloin Stockade
-SautaiturrounciermasitsruCro-T
a milouie's Steak House
Dealer/senior activities,9 30 a m
Weeks Center/open 8 a m.-4 p m !for
senior citizens' activities
Hazel Center/open 10, a rn -2.p m
senior citizens activities

JO OURKEEteledger S Times ariato

MRS. MINA WATERS, seated second left, celebrated her 98th birthday
on Wednesday, March 2. Her daughter, Mary Helen O'Keefe of Denton,
Texas, seated left, came to Murray to be with her mother for this special occasion. Also pictured with Mrs. Waters at. birthday event at the
home of Rebecca Inran, seated to the left of Mrs. Waters, were Desiree
tiosick, seated right, and standing, from left, Martha Roberts and Kay
McKinney of Nopkinsville, Boaz', Simmons, Cathryn Garrott and Mary
Jane Uttleton. Mrs. Waters, widow of Nova Waters who died in 1962,
now resides at Fern Terrace Lodge. She has one daughter, Mrs.
O'Keefe and husband, Kirk, Denton, Texas; two sons, Sidney Waters
and wife, Mae, of Murray and A.B. Waters and wife, Janice, Duncan,
°kin.; ftve grandchtkiren; three stepgrandchildren; two greatgrandchildren; six stepgreat-grandchildren; and one stepgreat-greatgrandchild.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Rally for Strong Families 7
p m -Glendale Road Church of Christ
Alcoholics Anonymous open
rneeong,13 p m :American Legion Hall
South Sixth and.. Maple Streets
Murray
aterworial Baptist Church events
include Eva Wall Mission Group at
West View Nursing Horne? p m
First United Methodist Church events
include Tucker'Frost Circle w'M Stauffacher and Waters DoranHayits
Circle at church 9 30 a m Lenten
service/Maio Chapel/6 p m
First Christian Church events include
Prayer for youth ...7 a m
Reunion

Groupott a m CWF Group 1.10 a m
Helen Bennett, Pastor's Class "3 45
m., CWF Group 111/7 30 pm
Joyce Evans
First Baptist Church events include
Motners' Day Duo; am and 3 p m
Week of Prayer program1930 a m
Lott* Moon Group/Holiday Inn, and
Dorothy Group vo'Jo Oakley '11 a m
Louella Beddoe Group wSusie
Malone and Phebian Sunday School
Class volAildrecl Newton/7 p m Rena

Murray Slate University 'Bre& baseball team. hosts Freed-Hardeman.'2
p m !Reagan Field
Talent Show by MSU Residence
Halls/7 p m./Curris Center Stables.
Admission free
Wrather West Kentucky Museum!
open -8 30 a m -12 30 p m and
1 30-4:30 p m Admission free
National Scouting MUseurrpopen
12 30-4 30 pm Info!762-3383
Land Between • the Lakes include
events at Golden Pond Planetarium.,
Homeplace and Woodlands.:open1
a m -5 p

Famous Hand
West dealer
North South vulnerable
NORTH
•A Q 9 4
V K Q65
•Q 8 5 3
+9

Consider this deal where Pelladonna, playing the Precision Systern, opened with two-clubs.(-showing a minimum opening bid with
long clubs) and found himself on
lead against three notrump. The
hand was played in the 1972 London
WEST
EAST
Sunday Times Invitational l'air
* J 32
. +10876
Championship.
IP 108 4 3
llf .1 97
Belladonna made the extraordi• A 10 9
•K
nary opening lead ofthe ten ofclubs,
+73
•A K 1086.2
and declarer (Terence Reese) could
not withstand this lethal blow. He
SOUTH
•K 5
took the ten with the queen.entered
A2
dummy with a heart,and returned a
•J 76 4 2
low diamond.
*Q J 54
East rushed up with the ace,
The bidding.
catching his partner's king, but that
West
North East
South
didn't really matter. East returned a
2+
Dble
Pass
3 NT
club and the contract went down
Opening lead — ten of clubs.
two.
Giorgio Belladonna, winner of 16
At the other tables where the
world championships and a member contract was three notrump, West
of the famed Italian Blue Team that led either his fourth best club or a
dominated world bridge from 1967 lower club, and in all these cases
to 1975, is a player of infinite re- declarer made three notrump after
winning the trick with dummy's nine.
source.
On top of his oft-demonstrated South lost at most two diamonds
talent for rarely makirtian error in and two clubs.
Belladonna reasoned that Reese
judgment — the trademark of all
great players — Belladonna has an had the Q-J of clubs for his bid and,
imagination that seemingly knows in order to guard against the possino bounds. He Mikes bids and plays bility of dummy holding the singleon the spot that no one ever thought ton nine, he led the ten of clubs
of before, and bridge literature is rather than a low club. No truer
arrow was ever shot!
replete with his exploits
Tomorrow. Ingenuity is well rewarded.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

:Tx/7 p m./Knights of Columbus

Hardin TOPS Chapter open house/7-8

ibs

11.1.

party/6-8 p m /Circus Skating of

Moody's Sunday Schoo. Class vr
Angela Rogers/7.30 pm
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5.15 p m

Robyn McCarty

APO'

Scottist Country Dancing will be Tuesday, March 8, at 7 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall of First Presbyterian Church. A cost of $2 per person
will be to defray expenses. All dancers and spectators invited. For
more information call David Montgomery at 753-6460.

Phebian Class plans meeting
Phcbian Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will meet
Tuesday, March 8, at 7 p.m. at the home of Mildred Robertson Newton, Highway 94 West. Groups of Sue Darnell and Mildred Horn will
be in charge of meeting. Martha Moore is class teacher.

Woman's Club plans meeting
Murray Woman's Club will have a general meeting on Thursday,
Zgarch 10, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. This will not be a dinner
meeting. A table setting contest will be conducted prior to the meeting
with a prize of-$25 to the best judged table setting. An update of projects of Murray-Calloway County Park by club members will be presented. Members of Home and Kappa Departments %tilt be hostesses
for the social hour. Martha Andrus, president, and Evelyn Wallis, first
vice president, urge all members to attend this special meeting.

Lutheran Church plans event
Immanuel Lutheran Church will have a Lenten worship service on ‘,..
Wednesday, March 9, at 7 p.m. The Rev. David Riley, pastor, will
speak on "The Ears of Christ." A soup supper will be from 5:30 to
630 p.m. prior to the service.

Bridge and luncheon Wednesday
Ladies of Murray Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
March 9, at 9:30 a.m. at the club. For reservations call Eva Morris at ,
753-8584.

Douthitt will help with tax forms
Louis Douthitt, retired accountant, will once again this year give
help to senior citizens and other needy persons with their income tax
forms. He will be at the Glendale Road Church of Christ from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. each Tuesday through April 12. For information call
153-3714 or 753-9915.

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, March 9, at
5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all interested persons, OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all walks
of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement .for membership is a desire to
stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins and no diets.

Harris Grove Homemakers
meet at home of Mrs. Jones

Myrtle Jones opened her home tive Wreaths" was presented by
for the Feb. 16th meeting of Har- Mrs. Jones. She demonstrated
ris Grove Homemakers Club. Her vriout wreaths.
Katherine Ray charged the
cohostess was Katherine Ray.
The major lesson on "Decora- members to "Wake.Up and Live"
in her devotional thoughts with
her scripture from Psalms 118:24.
Margaret Taylor read the
minutes. Gene Wrather presided.
Anna Lou Jones gave an inforSTYLING SALON
mative reported on the Hospice
Program. The information update
given by Quava Honchul was on
"Celebrating 1994, International
Year of the Family."
The Valentine theme recreational period was led by Elizabeth Parks. The 1992-93 year
of listed accomplishments in various homemaking activities were
collected by Martha Wrablik,
vice president.
The club will meet Wednesday,
March 9, at 10 a.m. at Ellis Community Center with Mrs. Parks
and Mrs. Taylor as hostesses.
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Yours with purchase of
$17.50 or more.
• 25 oz. Ceramide Complex
Moisturizer Cream
• I oz. Really Great Soap
•.14 oz. Luxury Lipstick in
"Morocco"
\Jlawless Finish

1-1

.14alteup in Dewey

f

Finish CaiReo Cream
•10oz. Really Great
Mascara in Really
Black
•38 oz. Sunficnver -

Eau De Toilette
Spray Naturelle

•03oz. Red Dom
Eau De Parfum
Spray
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The Marlboro Country Store will be opening soon with a new gear
collection made for the great wide open. Everything from blankets and barn
coats to barbeque tools. Even a special offer for a custom pool table.
Keep an eye out for Marlboro packs with the Marlboro Country Store
UPC symbol appearing at your store soon.
In the meantime, keep saving the Adventure Team
Miles because you'll be able to use up to 300 Adventure
Team Miles(60 UPCs)towards the exciting new gear from
the Marlboro Country Store Catalog.
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Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
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Racers bidding — NCAA or NIT?
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

Racer joy
on Friday
jolted on
Saturday
Anal a difference a day
-flak Cs.
On Friday night. Murray
State is running roughshod
,wer an improved Morhead
State team with a 63-point
second half.
_ The' were amazing." said
Popese Jones, flying in from
Datlas to catch the game.
"They're awfulls good."
announced Chuck Culpepper.
c.olumnist for the Lextngton
Herta Lemer, who rots MOM
SEC basketball than almost
any one.
On Saturday night, Murray
State is struggling to keep up
•• ith a tired Tennessee State
Fridas night. Marcus
scores 25 points (21 in
nine minutes) and has the
\BA scouts, assembled to
watch Tennessee State's Carlos
Rogers. scratching in their
pad..
On Saturday night. Jones'
',ASI shot with hall is when he
heaves it into the upper deck
at Municipal Auditonum out
ot disgust over a one-point
loss
On Friday night. Murray
State's large contingent is rolling in the aisles, knowing
their ieanv is clicking on all
;slinders at the most important
time of the year
On Saturday night. the Racer fans are standing in a state
of shock. as if someone told
'hem that the cits. of Wina!.
has been chosen the new site
ot the National Heavy ,Metal
•
Music Museum
Yes, what a difference a
las makes
And Ves. sports can son:Yet:rives be cruel
How can you explain the
:act that Murray State defeated
Tennessee State twice —
handtl — in the regular season, but loses in the most
important matchup of the
season
How cruel is it that a turn
ne so good for three,
rr.or thc and have its season
r..nge on 40 minutes.
Perhaps the worst part is
:tia: the Murray State people
• players. coaches. fans. wn:cr. - -were so sure of an
0‘C Tournament championship
and NCAA trip, talk of seeding and site was just casual
zom.ersation.
There's no way we can
lose." we all said.
But in sports, particularly
when you're the champions of
a mid-major athletic conference you have to dazzle and
amaze every night out.
Said TSU head coach Frank le Allen: "Murray State obviously dominated the league.
but we were able to come out
in a one-game showdown and
hit the big shots and make
the plays."
Tell that to Marcus Jones.
who started to answer a question for the media in the
post-game press conference —
"We didn't play well in the
first half..." — before turning
to head coach Scott Edgar and
saying, "I can't do this."
Hurting, Jones walked off
the stage, followed shortly by
teammate Marcus' Brown.
Edpr was left there all alone
to explain why his team was
.•
•See Page 9
)7.

NASHVILLE, Tenn — Tennessee State
slammed the NCAA TOtif1111me111.s asionsitic
door in Murray State's face with Saturday's
73-72 win in the championship game of the
Oluo Valky Conference Tournament, but
another door might still be cracked.
"I said this at pre-Tonniameat press conference, Murray State deserves a (at-large)
bid," said TSU head coach Fraekie Allen.
"They've played a tough non-conference

lock to gain a berth in the Nations nvitation Tournament. "We've still got some
basketball left.
"A lot of questions will be answered on
Sunday. It just depends on whether it's late
afternoon (NCAA) or late at night (NIT)."
OVC commissioner Dan Beebe will be
Murray State's biggest advocate.
"I'll get my lawyer hat on and make our
best case." said Beebe. "rn argue every
le See Peg* 9

VC Hearthre
TSU center
slams Racer
door shut
in upset win
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — He's.
6-foot- t 1, the conference's best
player. a future first-round draft
pick in the NBA, but somehow
he went unnoticed
An all-American that was left
all alone, his name is Carlos
Rogers. But, you can also call
him Wide Open.
For 39 minutes and change.
Rogers dominated the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament
championship game against
Murray State with 36 points
His final two points were perhaps the easiest
%oh 21 left and his team
trailing by one. Rdgers found
himself unguarded behind the
Racers' press and dunked the
Tigers to a I3--2 win and their
second-straight 0‘'C Tournament championship
Tennessee State also gets the
league's coveted automatic
berth in the NCAA
Tournament
"1 was jumping, hollering,
screaming. esersthing." Rogers
said of the game-winning alleyoop pass from teammate Rico
Beasley "Rico got the hall but
he couldn't see me (right
away).
"I'll stomp curse, pout — do
whatever it takes to win."
Rogers' career-high 38 points
in the championship game was
one point away from the tournament record. He was named the
tournament's Most Valuable
Player without any argument
"Carlos has been the focal
point of the things we've done
the last two years," said Tennessee State coach Frankie
Allen. "He's at his best in these
type games"
Murray State (21-5) came

By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
UCLA Bruins badly needed a
confidence-booster and got it at
the expense of the Louisville
Cardinals.
The 15th-ranked Bruins, who
were just 5-5 in their last 10
games and had lost three of their
last four, beat No. 10 Louisville
75-72 Sunday.
"It was a really big win. It's
good for our confidence to know
we can beat a good team," the
Bruins' Tyus Edney said.
UCLA coach Jim Harrick said:
"We had the defense and the
emotion we had early in the
year.—
Louisville coach Denny Crum,
a former UCLA assistant under
John Wooden, said after the loss
— his sixth in as many games at
Paulcy Pavilion as Cardinals'
coach — that he thought people
were writing UCLA off too soon.
"I've said all along to people
who are knocking the Bruins that
you're all too tough on them,"
Crum said.
UCLA's Ed O'Bannon scored
19 points and had nine rebounds,
and his brother Charles had 11
rebounds and 17 points, including
a key basket with 1:42 remaining.
Charles O'Bannon's late dunk,
on a feed from Edney, gave the
Bruins a 73-72 lead, and Louisville squandered its chances in
the closing moments. The Cardinals scored just two points in the
filial five minutes.
Greg Minor missed an offbalance shot from 3-point range
for Louisville (24-5) with two
,seconds remaining.
Free throws by George Zidek
and Edney, who each made one
and missed one, provided the
final margin for UCLA (20-5).

Wildcats will
refocus after
latest defeat.
By PETE IACOBELU
AP Sports Writer',
STEVE PARKERtedger a Tirnps pnoto

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
thinks South Carolina may have
actually done his team a favor.
Pitino says that the GamePlaying their third game
cocks' la,sesecond 75-74 ,victory
three days, TSU was supposed
on Saturday will refocus the
to be tired. Murray State
seventh-ranked Wildcats on the
planned to counter that svith an
game instead of the glory.
up-tempo game to make fatigue
South Carolina's Emmett Hall
a factor.
had 20 points and_softly pushed
"Everytime we got ready -a
home a layup with three seconds
make a move they responded
to go, denying Kentucky the
III See Page 9
Southeastern Conference Eastern
Division fide.
"It was a devastating loss for
us for what it meant, but the loss
is behind us now," Pitino said.
"We no longer have to concern
ourselves with the seeding anymore, we can just go out there
"I had so much adrenaline and play."
going, it didn't matter who was
Florida's 82-71 win over Tenup there."
nessee gave 'the Gators the title
Bonds, who led the league with and a top seed in the SEC tourna46 homers last season, isn't ready ment at Memphis, Tcnn., on
to say he's in midseason form. Friday.
"I'm not there yet — I'd like
Kentucky (2-6, 12-4) will
to face a couple of lefties," he meet either Mississippi State or
•
said.
Tennessee in the quarterfinals.
His hits in the game — the
The Wildcats had won five
first a two-run triple in the open- straight, several in remarkable
ing inning off David Niecl — fashion. They came from 31
came against right-handers.
points down in the second-half to
After Bill Swift limited Color- beat LSU 99-95: 14 points down
ado to two hits in three innings, to beat Tennessee 77-73; and this
Ellis Burks had a two-out hatter past Wednesday overcame a
off Dave Burbp in the fourth for I9-point margin to top Florida
the Rockies' first run.
80-77,

Tennessee State center Carlos Rogers, scoring a game-high 38 points, blocks a shot by Racer senior
Cedric Gumm (4) in the first half of Saturday's championship game.
into the tournament the top seed
with all the advanuges. Their
No. I -seeding gave them a first.
round bye, which was followed
by a 104-86 trouncing of Morehead State in Friday'.
semifinals.
"It's very stunning." Racer
head coach Scott Edgar said of

the loss. ''I think it's shocking
to them (players)."
Tennessee State (19-11)
advanced with a win over
Middle Tennessee on a buzzerbeating shot by point guard Tim
Horton, then dispatched Tennessee Tech 91-74 in the
semifinals.

Bonds' MVP performance continues
The Associated Press
Barry Bonds stood in the ondeck circle watching Colorado
reliever John Burke doing a ternfic impression of Ryne Duren.
For those who don't remember,
Duren was a hard-throwing
reliever with thick glasses whose
repertoire for the New York
Yankees of 3'A decades ago
included throwing his first warmup pitch — sometimes more —
all the way to the backstop.
He would take out a hanky,
wide perspiration off his glasses,
look toward home plate and
sipinL The message: Look out!
*Burke threw 10 wureup pitch-

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
for /mu(or,

schedule and beaten some good teams.
"It would be a travesty if Murray State
was left out of the field of sixty-TOUr.—
Murray State (23-5) now must hope that
the NCAA Tournament Selection Committee
feels that their 151 record in the OVC is
enough, along with wins over Memphis State
and Ole Miss, as well as losses at No. 1 Arkansas and to Top 20 Saint Louis.
"I told my seniors, that I'm not saying
-goodbye just yet," said Racer head coach
Scott Edgar, who said the team is almost a

Crum still
winless
at Pauley
Pavilion

t, %ow Offers

UPS Pick-Up

es Sunday. Seven reached the
backstop as Bonds watched in
amazement. He glanced into the
Rockies' dugout.
"I was looking at (Rockies
manager) Don Baylor, and he
was laughing," said Bonds,
whose goal this year will be =unprecedented third straight
National League MVP award.
Play ball!
After all the preliminary heat,
Burke surprisingly threw an offspeed pitch for a stnke. The second pitch was a ball. The next
never reached the catcher's mitt.
Bonds hit it far over the rightfield wall at Scottsdale Stadium

lor a 4-1 lead in the fourth inning
cnroute to an 7-4 victory. Just
another at-bat for the San Francisco Giants' outfielder — his
fourth of the spring. They have
resulted in two triples, a homer
and five RBIs.
"Maybe he was a little nervous," Bonds said of Burke. "The
guy has a good, live arm. He only
had two choices: Walk me or
throw strikes."
Burke said there was no message intended during his
warm ups.
"I didn't even know Bonds
was coming up," he said.

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open 1.4on fn 7 5 Set 7 Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial

Rd • Murray • 751- 11 1

Auto Insurance...
Compare Our Price & Coverage

ROSS
INSURANCE?
AGENCY k
Ronnie

Roes & Danny Rom
600 Main St. • 763-0489
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•TSU center...
FROM PAGE 8
and Rogers got something,"
Racer head coach Scott Edgar
said after losing for just the second time in the last 19 games.
"When you have a player that
good, you have a stabilizer."
Rogers, shooting 15 of 114,
went unguarded most of the
night. It didn't matter whether
Murray was in a zone, man-toman or double -teaming him.
But he was shocked to be left
alone under the basket in the
final seconds.
In a game that saw the lead
change 19 times, Murray State's
Marcus Brown put the Racers
up for the last time, 72-71, with
:10 remaining. Murray went to
the press and Horton broke it by
finding Beasley on the other
side of the floor. After a
moment of hesitation. Beasley
found Rogers and threw him a
perfect pass.
"We were in a one, two, one,
one and we didn't rotate," said

Edgar. -Obviously, there was a
breakdown. The ball was going
to get into (Rogers') hands
somehow whether we were in a
man or zone. Credit the guy
who found him."
Murray State had a chance to
win the game with :21 left and
it was left up to senior Marcus„,_ .
Jones, who scored a team-high
20 in the finals.
Jones' drive to the basket
was stripped by Horton and the
—loose ball was tied up by Murray's Teague and Rogers.
"I figured he'd (Jones) get
the ball," said Horton, who had
17 points in an iron-man performance of 19 minutes. "He does
a good job of going one-on-one.
I'm probably the best defensive
player on our team and he's
probably the best offensive
player on their team."
"I had a umeout left, but I
wanted the ball in Brown or
Jones' hands down the stretch,"
said Edgar. "If I had to do it

•Racer joy...
FROM PAGE 8
so good all year but couldn't find
the magic when they needed it
most.
"I have to congratulate Tennessee State,'"Edgar managed to
—ily,
showing more class_ than any
6:}sch all tournament long. "They
played a championship game and
so did we...minus one point."
One Point! That's all they
needed to earn the biggest prize
of all.
A banner to say they were regular season champions isn't
enough. A kind word,•and
endorsement from Carlos Rogers

TENN. ST. 73, RACERS 72
tasseseas VATS is6.11)

Helm 7-16 Id 11 Saris, 280.'S Cu Dorm
1454$. Moss 16-18 110 MI manor. 14 0-0•
NJWille04fa 0 Peps 1 2 2 2 5 Owns(0 2 0-0 0
Tads WM II 72
11111111114 STATE
MMus 14 0-0 3 tram 117 1 4 IS damn 44
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0-0 0-0 0 Weird 2 1 I 6 lamina
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Heilime—Term St 40 Moreyii 37 $-Pmnt
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over I'd do the same thing.
"I don't know if he was
fouled or wasn't fouled, but I'm
not going to criticize the officials," Edgar added. "They did
a great job the whole
tournament."
Murray State was outrebounded 40-24 with Rogers
grabbing 14. Murray State shot
a respectable 46 percent, but
three shots that missed in the
second half led to the defeat.
Trailing -40-37 at halftime,
Jones brought MSU right back
with eight-straight points. Their
45-42 lead didn't last long as
jumped back to the lead.

and Frankie Allen isn't enough.
At Murray State, it's all about
making the NCAA Tournament
— to be recognized as one of the
best 64 teams in the country.
More than that, to have an equal
---ffayl—
ig hoar, a neutral playing
floor, to prove that they can compete with those teams that CBS,
ABC, NBC and ESPN choose to
highlight wear after week while
they're stuck in Morehead,
.Kcntucky.
Now, they're stuck to watching
and waiting.
Let's just hope that first game,
be it NCAA or NIT, is on a.Friday !tight.

"Check woth Bob for the
lowest competottve puce'

Call 7534563
For Installation and Servici,
512 South 12th St., Murray

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
Snapper, John Deere, Roper, Lawn Chief & Troy But
Thrqugh Match 15th, 1991

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube
Where Needed

IN N. 12tb(next te_Mcnonald's)
Good service, 759-9888
good coverage,
good price.
Like a good neighbor,
That's
State Farm is there
State Farm
Sots Fenn hkeence Convenes
Home Moss &minivan Nam
insurance.
EAST
Penn 81. Cornell Se
Pnnancin 64. Columbia 44
Syracuee 61 Otreltrart 75
Virginia Tech 61 NC Charlotte 57
Mb WEST
lows Si $5, Kansas St 60'
Onto St 62, Indiana 78
Purdue 95, Michigan 94
SOUTHWEST
Kansas 114, Clitlehorne 81
FAR WEST
Bose St 83. E Washington 65
UCLA 75. Louisville 72
UNLV 76, Pacific 7e

TOURNAMENTS
Atlantic 10 Conference
,,QuerterlineM
Duquesne 70 Wee Virginia 6$
George Washington 70 Rhode Island 61
Massachusetts 74 SI Joseph's 56
Terrines 58 Rutgers 44
Colonial Alhhrtic Assocartion
SernIlinsle
James Madmon 91 N C VIVInsngton 78
Oid Dominion 76 Richmond 72
Mrtro Atlantic Athletic Conference
Sim Sin
Loyola Md
Cermus 70

$2995

FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
Within 5 Miles

Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug

Larry Krouse Insurance

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

All For Only

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS

Sponsored By:

"I know most of the (selection)
members and I'll be sending
them a lot of information," Beebe
said. "They're above political
influence and are men of high
integrity."
Said Allen: "I think their odds
are prcUy good. If you look at the
best sixty-four, Murray State is
there. I just don't think it's right
for a sixteen and thirteen team to
get in because they're from a big
conference."

point, but we'll have to wait and
see how all the favorites do in
their conference tournaments so
we're not competing against
some of the larger programs."
• Middle Tennessee earned the
OVC's last at-large bid in 1987.
That season, MTSU lost in the
OVC Tournament finals to Austin
Peay, but their 22-6 record
earned them an NCAA trip.

D & W Auto Glass Sho

With leu than five minutes
to play, Brown's 3-pointer and
Jones' 14-foot jumper gave the
Racers a 68-64 lead with 4:29
to play. Tennessee State called
timeout and the large Murray
gathering erupted as they
sensed a victory.
Tennessee State turned the
ball over on its next possession.
but Murray began the first of
throe trips with quick shots anti
no points. Rogers went on to
score the final nine points tor
his team, including an impress
ive jump-hook over Murray's
6-10 Teague to make it 71.7(1
with :50 left.
"Everyume we were on the
verge all night we'd make a run
and Rogers would find a way to
get them back," Edgar said
"He's a great, great player."
Brown added 19 points and
Jerry Wilson, 11. Cedric Gumm
added three points and was
named to the all-tournament
team along with Jones, Horton,
Tennessee Tech's Robert West
and Morehead's Tyrone
Boardley.

SCOREBOARD

•Racers bidding...
FROM PAGE 8
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All For Only
$4495

FREE -Pick-Up & Delivery
Within 5 Miles

- Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

Manhattan 64 Siena 65
Mod -Continent Conference
Firm Round
Cleveland St 70 Wnght St 67
II -Chicago $7 N Pbnos 77
Valparaiso 74 E linos 72
Wes -Gress Bay 78, W itInos 311
Midwestern Colleriiet• Conference
First Round
Bute, 7$ Loyola IN 67
Dence Mercy 87 La Salle 70
Illeseurf Valley Conference
Semifinals
N Iowa 79 Tula 73
5 Illinois 72 Bradley 59
Northeast Conference
Championship
Rider 62 Monmanh NJ 58
Southern Conference
Championship
Tn -Chattanooga 65 Davidson 64
Southland Conference
Championship
SW Texas St 69 Norm Texas 61
Sun 888 Conference
Sern4inale
SW Louisiana 59, New Orleans 55
W Kentucity 83 Jaclitionolle 72
WM Gantt Conference
Semifinals
Popperelm. 82 San Francisco 79
San Dego 83 Gonzaga 75

All For Only
$.
4
9
95
•

FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
Within 5 Miles

Any Additional Parts & Labor at Additional Costs.

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.
Murray, KY

7- --gz&ze
HOME CENTER ®

=V/ A

4110

Phone 753-4110
or 753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Frl. 7:30-5:30; Sal. 7:30-5:00

SUBSCRIBE

1994 FORD THUNDERBIRD...

WARNING!

Don't be misled or lied to by out-of-town companies trying to
sell cable programming! The only thing they can offer you is a
satellite dish, which is the same thing we offer, but we are a local
business,licensed and insured and we will be here after the sale.
Will they?

uniden

1994

Enjoy The Ride
Of Your Life
Every Two Years.

Satellite lelevision Systems

It's The Very Best In Home Entertainment!
YOU CET...

24 BASICS
• Headline News • ESPN • CNN • USA
Network (E&W) • IBS • The Family
Channel (E&W) • Comedy Central
(E&W) • Bravo • ME • El TV • The
Learning Channel •'The Weather
Channel • CMTV • Discovery (E&W) •
Lifetime (E&W) • TNN • BET •
American Movie Classics • ESPN 2

lea
C nemax

OR

0
1

SHOWTIME

$23.25 Mo.

6 HBO's
3 Cinemax's
2 Disneys
2 Showtimes
2 Movie Channels
22 Sports Only
Networks

28 CHANNELS
22 Services

NOW Ifl
The Family Channel (E&W) • The
Weather Channel • Ldetime
(E&W) • Pnrne Network • TBS •
Bravo • Comedy Central (E&W) •
Amencan Movie Classics • TNN •
CMTV • CNN • Headline News •
ME • USA Network (E&W) •
Discovery (E&W) • Prime Time
(ABC, CBS, NBC)
24 • Nickelodeon (E&W) • TNT •

ALSO, TOO GET
WHAT CABLE
DOES NOT OFFTH!
ESPN2 • Comedy Central
The Cartoon Network
American Movie Classic
Spice I & II • Exxxtasy TV
Adam & Eve • Playboy

$16.50 Mo.

COMING SOON! America's Talking • Military

Channel • Romance Classics • Turner Classic Movies • Home &
Garden TV • Eco Channel • Fitness & Exercise TV • Games Channel • Ovahon Fine Arts Channel • Honzons TV • Golden
Amenca Network • Jazz Channel • GOLF CHANNEL • Booknet • History Channel • TV Macy's • Viva TV • World African
Network • CNN Intomahonal • Catalog Channel • Gaming and Eatertainment Network • Talk Channel • Planet Central • New
Culture Network • Therapy Channel and Talk TV

Yo_ur_4.ocal Connection

CALL (502) 759-1835
^
• lit 1.
•
•.84 m -t.
iJ

,VISA

U

all

FORD THUNDERBIRD IX
FEATURES:
• 3.8t V.6 Engine
•4-Speed Automatic Overdrive
Transmission
• Air Conditioning/Timed Glass
• Electronic AMIFM Stereo
Cassette/Clock
•Powr WindowslocksMarors
•Speed ControliTah Steering

Winckny Defroster
• Cast Alurnenurn Wheels
• Rear

A Red Carpet Lease
Makes Sense.
• Ford Auto Club Membership
q•
24 hour roadside assistance

per month for 24 months
1=a111
1=11C2:
50 00
dZE=M:11=11113thili

Custom travel planning
24 hour toil free assistance
• 3 year 36 000 mile bumper to bumper
warranty'
• Pay only for what you use - lust two
years worth

SO 406 04

Joe Parker
John Parker
David Parklir
Joe Rowland

753-2656
753-1833
759-1980
753-8013

Greg Bailey
Nick Ryan
Ron Wright
Larry McCuily

435-4266
436-2486
753-0156
753-4552

Thomas Jones ...
Dwight McDowell
Joe Atkins
Charlie Hargrove

You Will Be Satisfied"

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

MERCURY

LINCOLN
m

11,1

aa

e

•••
e

AUDIO/VIDEO
Visit Our Showroom at 808 Coldwater Rd.

MasterCard.

753-5405
753-4902
759-9859
753-0303

'Soo your Maim' tor a copy of this IWvvIsd amiranry -Low Pornwq
baud on ustualood cost or 518 190 on talie FOrd Thunderbird
LX wren PEP pap 157A. Lamm. may novo rim oaten but S no. wooed to purchese IFS vonscio at Mous
orml as • anus ro Oa rasportarod
wen IN. dna*/ at Woe wring Loewe a rosponstUs tor imam weer msd Nor and SO 11 ow Mika
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. 30-000
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FORD

"Murray's Only Complete Home Entertainment Center"

Ford Thunderbird LX

701 Main Street

Murray, Ky.

(502) 753-5273

•
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LEARN TO DAVE
T RAC TOR - TRAILERS
O

pi-rustic'
tit t DE 0

- ALUANCE
MUNI 1111188111

Neese

Nolte

SEARS

MONEY SOURCES For
start up businesses,
growth development. expanse:in inventory Myerage buyout etc We also
pay caSh for your morn
gaga (502) 492 8542

Open Sundays
1 p m -4 pm
753-2310

1.1•11010. V a

Peressels

JUMP start your crop with
AMPLIFIED D trom Conklin
Ptoducts made by university of Arizona A seed ger-n.nabon aid helps seed
.Ner come stress Better
•oot & stem tormation provides added energy to
seed helps increase stand
& yield Cost Out $2/acre
53-0633

CANCER
INSURANCE

PAYtNG more than $1.850
per month for nursing home
care" You re paying too
much private pay lankly
you choose doctor, hospital pharmacy TN has $250
rebate monthly, your cost
then $1,600 Puryeer Nursing Home Puryear. TN
38251 901 247-3206

hmit io appty It
your present policy is
over 10 years old
-nay not cover some of
the newer treatments
such As chemottier
apy "ftriree intorma
tior car

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
— err OaAN „Nee` lannOli

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will hold a
public -bearing on a proposed change to the sign
regulations of the City of Murray Zoning Ordi111111Ce.
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday. March
15. 1994 at 790 pm. in the Council Chambers.
City Hall. Fifth mid Poplar Streets. All interested
persons are invited to attend and participate in this
meeting
If further information is needed, please contact the
Department of Planning and Engineering at
762-0330.
Don Elias,
Mike Lov ins,
City Planner
'Chairman
City of Murray
Murray Planning Commission

Pt. BLIC NOTICE
The Murray. Planning Commission will hold a
public hearing to assign zoning to the recently
annexed Green Oaks Subdivision located on
Martin Chapel Road.
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday. Match
15. 1994 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers,
City Hall. Fifth and Poplar Streets. All interested
persons are invited to attend and participate in this
_ meeting
If further information is needed. please contact the
Department of Planning and Engineering at
62-0330.
Don Elias.
Mike Lovins.
City Planner
Chairman
City of Murray
Murray Planning Commission

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIR
ING
Earn up to
$2,000.-irno working on
cruise ships or kind tour
companies World travel
Mexico, Caro
peen) Summer and full &
ens employmentavalabie
No expenence necessary
For more information call
1-706-3544900 eat 0910
241is.

Call Tony Page at

753-8107
759-1874

Friwe Benefits
$30

Haircut

$8 Shades
Eq Color

DRIVERS- Opportunity to
become an owner operator
tor the top truckload re
fegerat•d carrier in
America Outstanding pay
package.guarantee load
unload pay drop oll pay
layover pay 1300 mite
average length of haul
(solos average 3000 me
wk , No-down-payment
lease option plan WE
LOVE TEAMS! Students
accepted for team 2nd
seam Ask Prime drivers
about the opportunity Can
call Sunday 12-5 Prime
Inc. 80O-2244586. Dept
BA-915
EARN up 112.61.000 weekly
proteis4ing- mail Stan now
no experience free supplies free intormation no
obligation send SASE to
Lifetime Dept 28 PO Box
39 Bangs Texas 76823

PTA

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

REDKEN

DO you need a GED7 Do
you need hope for the fu
ture and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings tor people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-2378 Five days a week
between 8•00arn 3 00pm
We we an EOE The pro
pact s funded by the West
em Kentucky Private in
dusty Counal-JTPA

Rooms
For Rest

Alp
WNW

EMPLOYMENT Notice WANTED OTR tuck driver BIG stock of tibergiess for
Full & part-lime positions with 2yrs experience CDL underpinning and rooting
Crossland. Golf & Country with hairnet required
Starling as low as $2 per
sheet. Pabchall Floor Cov
Club, Benson KY (adocent 502 750 4009
tiring . mite south of
to Jonallion Creek) Cur
Hazel KY on Hwy 641
rently accepting applies
Phone 4968964
bons & resumes for Pro
Shop & course mainte
BOGARD trucking and ex
nance (linowlecige of golf
c.avating Inc We haul top
degrade) Forward to Pa 5 CLEANING houses a my
sov gravel NI dirt, white
Box 154 A Benton KY business Reliable and ex
rock rip rap 750 1828
42025
personate:I references Call
FRUSTRATION pencils
EXPERIENCED painters Linde 756.9553
tracing figures book
needed immediately Call LOVING mother will care marm magnets HBS Ftt 1
753 8823 for more for children in her home Hardin KY 42048
information
753-6278
[S your home safe? Home
MATURE experienced MOTHER of 2 will babysit in security is inexpensive
potential
Earning
CPR
certified
server
her home
adds value & peace of mind
$200-$300/per week
References 7531197
to your home For witorma
Shoney's
Apply in person.
Don call 328 8944
houses
rea
WILL
clean
Restaurant, Murray berelereroes
rates
sonabits
MATTRESSES any size
hveen 2-4pm Mon Thurs
Buy factory direct' Ask at>
Must be abie to work any 437-4064
out our Repade Smith Min
shift & weekends
Factory
tress
NOW taking applications
502 851 3160
for responsible depend
NEW metal siding & roof
able mature employees
ALTERATIONS and ris- wig Cover 36" cut to length
Must work evenings
weekends Guaranteed pairs Rental gowns & tuxe- m 10 colors galvanized
and Sew. and gahvalurne Secondary
hours Apply after 4pm dos Ruth s See
if available Portable car
Thur -Sun Pizza Magic, County Square 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981
port kits 489-2722 or
Aurora No phone nee
489-2724
PART time maintenance SEWING sibs wanted el
wear
formal
ciuding
mauve,
PROM
helper Apply in person at
753-1061
7dres
rnt:tchiNi pumps.
lmsize
.
_Seet111101_ Manor Apart_
$75 437-4240
mints, 906 Broad St Ext
100
between 9arrt-1 tarn No
SUN tanning beds new &
Business
phone calls please!
used financing available
Opporamity
Parts service & supplies
REVOLUTIONARY Home
Mailing Program, for into A 18 STORE ROUTE Con- Call Sonny Hooks
9 2 7 4 ,
sand SASE .$1 to PO BOX temporary Greeting Card 7 5 3
1040 I, Murray, KY 42071 Business No selling Re- 1 800-540-9790
quires 8 10hrs per week
TOSHIBA copy machine
SAFETY Advisor
Income to $1 000. a week
B C 370 $150 753 8747
$2150'mo Company will investment required
train Call Mon Fri $15600 1 800 822 7454
TURQUOISE prom dress
only
9am ipm
size 16 $40 489-2436 if
for
sale
In
RETAIL
store
615 399 8269
no answer leave message
quires PO Box 1040 F
SECRETARY Receptionist Murray KY
WEDDING dress size 8
wanted for small busy of
474 2744
hoe Great atmosphere
non smoking environment
1fin
Must have good phone
Home
voioe & typing skills ReFurnishings
sume with references 30FT or longer travel
Hours 8 30am 5 30pm trailer, good shape & price BLONDE dresser/chest
reasonable Call 753 5738 king w b king bedspread/
Call for interview
after 5pm
759-9768
curtains navy stratalounTEMPSPLUS 310 Lone ANTIQUES by the piece or ger. coffeeiend table set
Oak Rd Paducah Ky collections Call 753-9433 753-0789
42001 needs immediately after 5pm
PATIO/deck furniture,
receptionist with computer
CASH for mobile home white PVC with ashions,4
& typing skills No tees
tires & axles 436-2578, chairs, table, 2 chaise
4-44-0030 EOE
lounges & stool 8 pieces
901 644-0679
for $300 753-1206 or
WIGGINS Furniture North
CASH paid for good, used 759-1020 after 6pre
of Murray on the 4 lane
nfles shotguns arid pisapplications
for
now taking
tols Benson Sporting USED carpet & pad, avodelivery set up& all around
cado green, size 2OX12
work, full time Apply at Goods 519 S 12th, Also carpet & pad, cream
Murray
Wiggins Furniture,
plush. size 12X12 $75 for
9am-5prn, Mon-Sat
WANT to buy 16ft Jon both 489-2257
WILDLIFE/ boat, motor & trailer Good
CONSERVATION JOBS condition 615-232-4294
Game wardens security
maintenance etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
GRAFITE golf dubs new,'
info call 219-794-0010 ext
1-3-5 woods 3 thru pw
7159. $wn-9prn 7 days
irons 7599874
LADIES gold Pulsar watch
Worker needed for lawn - $75 Size sm wedding
210
care company 753-6986
dress $400 753 0789
Firevrood

514e, Noe( & Associates
Ifie Income 'Tak Professionals"

By Appointment Only

Manicure
(Hot Wax)

Nalp
Wooed

EARN up to $3 00Cvmo pro
ceasing mortgage refunds
in your area No experience
necessary 502-569-1962

Income Tax

ull Set

MEET nice singles tiv,
names. phone as Down
H.om• Introductions
41.S235-5003

USE WEX (from Conklin
Products) for effective
spraying Makes teeter wetter promotes uniform
spreading increases panetr abort reduces taming.
assists III SUMONSIOILIII___cusTomER
mows rep
aterflicais at a cost of
entargatic, good people
$ 50acre 753-0833
• skills, highly motivated
WANT to lease it acre necessary training prodark fired tobacco
vatted Send resume lo PO
492-8159
Box 910. Murray —or call
753-7553 between
10env-2pm

No age

Ne_a. •

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Op•n 5pm
Closed
Mon Wed Pizza, salads.
hot sandwiches. gyros &
broad sticks Dine-in or
carry out 174-8119 or
1 800649 3804

DON'T chance romance
Call Mooch Maker Inierne
sone (602)5544800

MOW

$10
$20

Formerly Sun Sensations
—and-Norma Jeane's Nails

604V2 Broad Ext.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue- basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A.
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Physical Therapist
Assistant. Full MTV
position for in patient.
out patient and home
health visits Competitive Salary. Good
Benefits. Excellent
EnvironWorking
ment Sew,resume to
Lisa McGar. PT' Director. Parkway Regional Hospital. 2000
Holiday Lii.. Fulton,
Ky.42041,or call her
at (5432) 472-2522
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
weekdays. WE WF

FULL-erne position ovel
able for a dayare teacher
Experience helpful Apply
at Sunshine Corder Christian Daycare. Hwy 94 East

915 Coldwater Rd.

Now booking started & finished plants.
Construction available on greenhouses.

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753 9600

753-4199

502-251-3417

(502) 435-4415

7417A

16X72 1991 ATLANTIC
2br 2 bath 13 acres
753-1014
1977 SKYUNE 14X 70, 3br
1/, bath, stove relngers
tor central h/a $7.200
Must be moved 527-0900
1985 BUCCANEER
14X72, 2br, 1'i bath lots
of extras excellent condi
Don Located in Coach Estates 759-4453
1993 FRANKLIN 16X80
$24,000 Firm 753-6384
after 5pm
28R trailer, 1 bath needs
work, $2900. 436-5701
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $326
435-4027

.•.;

-

Hours
Mon -Sat 10 a m -6 p m , Sun 1•5 pm
Jerry & Lisa 0 B'i in
Shelia Tucker

KILL ROACHES! Buy EN
FORCER OverNite Roach
Spray or OverNffe Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back GUARANTEED' Available at Coast
to Coast 604 N 12th St,
Murray KY

EXCELLENT condition
1983 2br real rice $7,300
753 9428
NICE 14X75 2br. 2 bath.
Sunshine $13,000
753-1481 after Sprn
PRE-OWNED Homes
Hurry while they last' 1311
2br, 12X60 only $2,995
now $1,995 *323 2br.
12X60 was $3,995 now
$2,995 8253 2br, 12X60
was $5,995 now $4,995
1357 2br, 12X65 was
$2,500 now 61.500 1344
2br, 14X70 $500 down &
$196 per month Repot
*305 14X70 Repo $500
down & $195 per month
Many more pre-owned &
Repo homes to choose
from! See these at Volunteer Homes, Hwy 79 East,
Pans, TN 901-642-4466
WHY PAY RENT? With
10% down payment and
with approved credit, you
can own your American
Dream and payments less
than rent Lakeland Quality
Homes 28X48, 3br, $296
per mo 16X80, 3br, $216
per mo 16X60, 2br. $186
per mo 14X70, 3br, $196
per mo 14X56. 2br. $140
per mo Jack Thompson,
Jerry Lynch Lakeland
Quality Homes Inc Hwy
641, 2 miles North of Benton 502-527-5253
280
Mk
Homes For Rest

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Clossitedsevery day including the Sh00Per •
for S160 0 month (Paid in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.

Welles*
Services

2EIR 1 bath duplex, garage
with automatic door
opener, dish Washer, garbage disposal, raid hookup central hie, $450/mo
1yr tease Day 753-7688
nights 759-4703

Houma
For Rim
2BR 1 bath 503 Pone,
stove refrigerator, wed. gas
heat No pets $295/mo
Lease& deposit 753-7210
2BR house on So 71h St
$350/mo lease & deposit
required 753-4109

2EIR duplex, mos neighborhood, newly decorated Re- 4BR house 1603 Olive,
ference deposit required small 3br house 1603e
No pets $275/mo, Olive 492 8225
436-2816 anytime
4BR natural gas heat, a/c,
2BR townhouse new spa
& appliances lease deponous. all appliances inciud
sit & references required
mg washer & dryer
492-8526
753-4573
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
2BR upstairs, appliances & 3br, 2 bath brick $650/mo
water furnished. $285/mo
lease & deposit required
plus deposit 189-2296
753-4109
2BR, water furnished Located 1601 Farmer,
$300/mo Coleman RE
753-9898

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 30r apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

Brakes for rent, Pro Two,
for vinyl siding 436-2701
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses- -on -Center
Drive behind Shoney's
620-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753-2905
370
-Livestock
& &palm
HICKS Horseshoeing, Graduate of Colorado School
of Trades Farrier Science
Jason
Hicks
502-527 3692

NEWLY constructed 2br
duplex, w/d hookup, FOUR Bangus and Angus
heifers. weight 500Ibs,
$400/mo 753-0472
400Ibs & 2 at 250tbs/ea
NEW large duplex, 2 full 753-6636, 753-3705
baths gas heat in private
area, lease & deposit, REGISTERED Arabian
$500/mo. No pets' Days horse mare 16 hand's
753-1155, nights $900 436-2102
753-1623
ROUND bales of grass,
NICE duplex 2br, central 621/roll Square bales of
h/a, appliances furnished clover, some wheat hay
left, $2 50/bale 753 8848
Coleman RE 753-9898
before 9pm
NOW taking applications
for Section Slow rent hous3An
ing. Apply in person at
Pets
Southside Manor, 906
& Supplies
Broad St Extended, between 8.m-12noon No
phone calls please Equal 3 YEAR old male Boxer
with registration certificate,
Housing Opportunity
$100 753-3051 after 5pm
SUMMER'S coming, beautiful lake duplex, boat ramp, AKC Longhair German
each 2br, w/d hook up, Shepard puppy to good
home, $130 753-9270
15min from Murray. Top
$350/mo, bottom $275/mo
AKC Registered Dalmabon
527-9639.
puppies Wormed $150/ea
492-8897
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments I. 2 & 3 bedrooms, handicap accessible Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113
VERY nice 2br. 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished,
central gas heat & air.
$475/mo 1 mo deposit. 1
yr. lease No pets Call
753-2905

CLASSIFIED

AKC Roffweiler puppies,
shots, $250 527-8359
DOG Day Afternoon dog.
grooming 759-1768
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show Of home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
ROTWEILLERS AKC have
been wormed 4 males 1
female ready now
759-2598

Amence s Second Car

llglg Duckling
PASEIEIEEELIN
Ocn,tor, Coa,t to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
800-220060 ft Coleman
RE 753-9898
HARD to believe that office
space on the courtsquare xi
downtown Murray is affordable & available but it is
Debbie can tell you all about it Call 753-1266
PARIS, TN approximately
8500 square foot in shopping center Extremely high
traffic count Ideal location
for retail outlet in developing retirement & trade center Principals only
901-642-8781 weekdays
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving

Lowest Rates it, Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
((ors wen at 6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 Watt to Johnny Robertson Road South to Sq
Hobo Road, Nod on Siti Hai' Road 1+4 eve

753-0466
2,380 opts Furnished,
very rocs near MSU No
75 3 - 1 25 2
pets
days 753-0606 after 5pm
1BR cental Kra, w/d hookup water & appkances
furnished No pets Refence & deposit reciuned.
$235/mo 753 3049

Mob&
Nemo Fer Sale

1BR wow & appliances
furnished No pets Refences & deposit required
$156/mo 753-3049
1 OR 21x opts near down
town Murray 763-4109

112 So, 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Office 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

OP/ /4 to rut PIM IC

K T I and Associates offering a kill bne of investigates
services Bel Air Center
7533668 or 4364099

14X150 MOBILE home
many extras
Nice
759 5600

1614 OLIVE EN millise
furnished kitchen & Wino
room preleges Coleman,
RE 753 9898

2BR 1 bath on Wiswell Rd
$326/mo 1-901-642-8897
leave massage

48R 2 bath apts available
now Centel h a applicances furnished Located
on- Dniguid Coleman RE
CUSTOM order or buy your 753-9898
home from stock One of
the Southeast s largest & A 213R, 2 bath duplex gas
oldest dealerships of qual- heat, garage Available
Coleman RE
ity built energy efficient now
753-9898
manufactured homes
Dinkins Mobile Homes
EMBASSY 2br, central
Inc Lake Hwy 79E, Pars gas, appliances furnished
TN 1 800 642 4891
Coleman RE 753-9898

RAINBOW vacuums, all
models 2yr warranties
starting $339-$699 Ray
Russell Vacuum Shop
443 7720
250

Business on
a Budget?

29A. In bath Sloe*, aaIngeratot. dish washer kin.shed Days 753-6266.
nights 759-1506

MOBILE home lots for rent
492-8488
MARRELL guitar elec or
acusbc, band new $450.
Kramer guitar elec $200 2
Violin Strativartos made
1758, one $10(X) and $800
436-2102

1-800-831-3239

14X70 FENCED in lot with
garage & paved drive
753-6816

2BR Grogan's Trailer Park
Appliances & water furnTHE woodmaster is back' ished Coleman RE
Call now for good sea- 753-9898
soned firewood that stacks
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
ups 753-9235
electric or gas Walking disTHE woodmaster is backs tance to college 753-5209
Call now for good seasoned firewood that stacks
285
ups 753-9235
Mobile
Home Lots For Real

'SO.I Lass Mixes
• Finished Plants
• Staled Plants

121 South at Sedalia Y
Mayfield KY 42066

Into 1-504446-1700
Dept KY-2021

1502) 753-6069

Offers a Complete Line of
'Green Houses
• Outside Float System
• Float Trays

MAINTENANCE/
ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN Pkintley Companies,
Sikone Products Division.
Pans, TN seeks individUak
for MAINTENANCE/
ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN. with supertax» in
mechanics, electronics hydrouliai pneumabos. general maineenwicie wetting
and machining ITT training
or misery electronic training a plus Mail resume to
Plumley Companies, PO
Box 758 Pans, TN 38242
Anenoon &WOO* Plant
Personnel INF EOE

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

FIREWOOD also tree service 436-2562

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.

The Covered
Wagon
Tack & Apparel

Excellent income to
assemble produces
at home

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA

Tobacco Farmers

KNOTH'S has opening for
dishwasher Apply in person. Wed Merch 9th be
tween 11am-6pm
759-1712

• ASSEMBLERS •

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

him
Me loses
5024314608

SEASONED firewood for
sale $30/rock 436-2458

INDIVIDUAL• BUSINESS
FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL
SALES TAX • CORPORATE
Joyce Nod, EA, CFP

Master Cord

NON

PHoit si ORGAWATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

GE

STATE LINE
t
t
WESTERN WORLD
Is having a howling good sale this
month on name brands like Rocky
Mountain Wrangler Roper Acme
Bailey Big Horn and many more So
shop with us compare
prices I. return for savings
you II appreciate
STATE LIKE WESTERN WORLD is
located 1 11 wiles weft at Hazel on
1193 vest Loos for &costa &arsine
soda at the yellow colon lam an
Maul °pea Moo Sat 10 5

a

502 - 492 - 6 I 44

/0.-.0.•••••••••
A

•

al mei

I

Las
Per lei
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3-5 ACRE resinded build 100X140 SOUTHWEST
wig *AO* for sale wish fron- Vie subdivaion AS aty
tage on 94 West & Buyer utilities. $18500 firm
worth Rd between Murray 763-4873 alter fiper
Lynn Grove Contact
Kopp•rud Realty
753 1222 or details
Ibsen
"vials
58 ACRES prime develop
ment property southwest of 28R. 14 bath, brick on 3
Murray
Must s•lIl acres on Hwy 110 near
759-9247
Aurora
$55,000
8 ACRES East of Murray. 753-6556 753-2951
open & wooded. black top 3I3R 1 bath bnck home 13
road new KY Lake beau(' miss Southeast of Murray
f u I $8,950 Terms 550.000 750-1362
750-1922 or 753-4984
38R. central gas heat & at
CONDOMINIUM for sale or 3yrs old, forced back yard,
lease Low utilities on site nice neighborbood Good
security 753 3293 after starter at reoree home Im
6pm
mediate possession
KOPPERUD Realty has 753-5214 after 5pm
buyers waiong to purchase BY owner 2br. 1 bath base
homes-all price ranges If ment 6 upstairs Roomy,
you we thinking of selling central gas heat & air
contact one of our courte- fenced in yard barn. corner
ous and professional lot
Must see! Call
agents at 753-1222 or stop 759-4953 priced in the
by office at 711 Main St 540's

•
le.
IV/

NEW 40X50' cornmeroal
metal building in Lynn
Grove. frontage Hwy 94 W
corner lot 753-4873 after
6pm

DO-

ce
rno
od.

NEW duplex for sale Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156

1••

ROBERTS Realty Calloway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them today at 753-1651! Syca
more and 12th St
UNDER construction 1800
square foot duplex located
Folbrook subdivision off
Duiguid Rd Brick veneer,
central gas 753-4873 after
6pm

ige
au

CMSSIFIED

gus
bs
'ea

BY owner, LOVELY BRICK
RANCHER. 45 wooded
acres ROOM TO BUILD. 8
miles from Murray. 1 mole to
KY lake. Hwy 94, 2br, 1
bath, large living/dining
room with stone fireplace
central ac/heat, vaulted
ceilings, huge 2-car
garage workshop, new
wood cabinets, w-w caifl
pets, all appliances Move
in NOW Priced below appraisal Call 502-474-2769
FOR SALE BY OWNER
3br, I 1, bath brick ranch
Eat-in kitchen, formal dining room, living room,
family room with '4 bay
window Central gas heat &
air, wall-to-wall carpet, ceiling fans, Jacuzzi Lot
75x150 adjacient lot available Walk to banks & shopping Priced to sell, mod
$70's Call for appt
753-4359

......

FRESH on tie market, 3br
brick home in Southwest
school district Central ems
heat, camel Memo air
attached garage. offered at
$72500 Ihru Kopperud Realty 753-1222 IALS05496
OWNER being tionsierrect
& wouid like a quick sale on
this beautiful 1903 double
wide 1820 square feet nic>
bile home with vaulted ceil
ing & state Oreplace 3br. 2
bath fenced yard & back
deck in quiet wee, lust
minutes from town Offered
in mid 540's through Kopparrud Realty 753 1222
ULU 5416
READY for Springtime Iry
mg this home in Spring
Creek Oaks features Stir
large living spaces Peachtree windows fireplace
and vaulted ceilings The
large master suite has all
the amenities with walk-in
closet and master bath Be
sure and add this to your list
to see, at the asking price of
$159,900 its a real value
Contact Kopperuid Realty
753-1222 MLS*5440
RUSTIC house on 3 acres
Southwest school district,
30X40 metal shop, 16X16
patio deck, 3tx, 2 bath.
central gas heat & air.
569.500 Serious inquires
only 492-8600 after 5pm
SPACIOUS 3bo 25 bath
home located on a quiet
street New central gas
heat & air were added in
92 Large closets & storage space, generous sized
rooms & immediate possession make this a home
you need to see! Listed to
sell at $75,000 Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222
MLS*5469

CLASSIFIED

1060 HONDA GL 500 1905 SUBARU Stalonvie
23,XXX actual miles $900 gon. 011.XXX miles $1 960
in very good condition 750-4820
436-2348 after 5pm or
1966 GRAND Am, sever
leave message
4dr. loaded $2.500 obo
753-9692 earn-59m
1982 JP 550 Kawasaki . 1967 CHEVROLET Nova.
red, 4 cyc , 20.XXX miss, good condition & very reli$075 Ask lot Kevin, Days able Ann cassette adc,
753-5315. nights $1,200 Cal 759-1914
753-6742
1988 MERCEDES 190E.
1988 HONDA Hawk 650 2 3 signal red. tan *ether,
GT gray, die min, excel- sun roof. excellent °Droll
lent oondrion, includes 2 Don 753-5264
helmets & extra seat Asking $2,300 753-6138 be- 1969 ESCORT LX one
owner, 4dr, auto, red,
lore 5pm
08,XXX well maintained
miles, clean car $2500
491
437-4432
Used
Care
1969 HONDA Prelude ex
1976 MERCEDES high Ira dean, Sap 527-9649
mileage, good condition
1991 CAMERO RS T-top,
$3,500 753-0789
teal, 305, 63,XXX miles
$8.5001 437-4432
1978 MUSTANG Geth,
& good shape $750
489-2441
1980 SAAB 900 Turbo,
Sep. sunroof, $850 Call
759-4941 after 6pm
1881 CUTLASS 2dr, $850
753-6542 after 5pm
1982 CUTLASS Ciera,
$1200 753-6860 after
5pm
1984 300 ZX-2+2, all options. T-tops, digital dash,
leather interior, etc. 73,XXX
miles (quality car) $5,700
753-8623 after 6pm

Dial-A-Service
DIAL — 753-1916

iss
of
hay
84.8

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

c,,ii,inort ractrii

CAMP

t LECTIACAL CONTAACTOAS
COMMer.:Jd1 & Residential • Licensed

8. Insured
James C. Gallimore, Owner
Aud,oN deo Installabor
. a How Automat,on
808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Week

,censad SMART HOUSE Instil/or • .,T,

MURRAY 753-9224

D Ulf
ate.
pm

RON HALL

R.H. Nesbitt Masonry-, Company

A

nan
odd

HEATING, COOUNG & ELECTRIC, Inc.
,- Central Healing A Cooing Service & Instaiiaion
(104.'"' piriziwg Eleoncal Service & Installation
ffbea...gas
Licensed Gas Merchant
li

.... Commercial and Residential
A
General Contracting
Backhoc Service
i
O
oiset
Ph. 502-492-8516
Hazel. Kentucky
D. Pager 502-762-7221

!
4

Murray, KY

Vane
1990 CHEVY Lumina APV,
58,XXX miles $8,500
753-9206

1110 Himont woo vim
ming wee removal. damning out sheds aftes, & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Al AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal, mowing Free estimates
759-1683

1988 BLUE S-10 57,XXX
5sp, 4 c-ydoncler, a/c,
$3,800 753-3051 after
5pm
1988 CHEVY
ton Silverado, new paint, new bedliner, looks & drives like
new truck. Extra clean,
$8,900. 753-4871 or
762-4811 7am-3pm.
1988 S-10 BLAZER, Tahoe, 4wheel dr local truck,
excellent condition $8100
753-8809
1989% TON Ford, 59,XXX
miles 328-8688

101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071

BCS Tillers

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO,

dog_

0

tate
me

Doors. Windows, Door Track d Troloyo and Insulation
tor Metal Btoologs
Butterworth Rd (/4w1 299)
Office )502) 489-2722
Maray, KY 42071
Home f 502) 489-2724

759-4685
I

Commercial Waste
..11 co,Disposal

wer

ina

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance

;AL 1:11 ..li All Types of Refuse Service
' !.111-800-585-6033
Bud Stewart, Route Manager

ave

1, 1
)w

489-2303

'
-•1 Kilby Carpet
Cleaning
r
1
Residence'
• Commercial • Professional
,
•

Dr, Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

753-2962

Phil KlIby (502) 759-1896

K.T.1. a Associates

INSURANCE

For all your

Lou V. McGary

'

investigative needs!

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles'

Bel-Ak Center, Murray
(502) 753-3868

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

-

RAN6Y THORNTON
COMPANY, INC.

You are responsible for the deductibles that Medi
care does not pay. $676 on part A, $100 on Part li
Call me for more informabon.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM RUNG FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890

8

am.-8

Heating & Cooling

p.m.

'Serving Western Kentucky
for Over 57 Years'

Boat Dock Building & Repair
Remove Delaprdated Docks And Other Structures
Small Crane Barge • Rip Rap From Barge
Boat Lifts • Boat Mounted Pile Driver
Jim McNeely Route 5 Box 244AA Benton. rie 42025
(502)3544363

TRANE
lis Hord To Slop A Done

cARRoLus

Risdenhal
Stoic Tank

Garden Tilling • Grader Blade Work
Custom Bushhogging Lots
Phone
GERALD CARROLL
(502) 192.8622
NONNI

>0

re

RS

,COMMIlfclal
-Telephone Systems
'Intercom Systems
,
'Paging Systems
On Hold • Voice Mail
Fax lAachines
Any Type 01 Business Communication
No Job Is Too Big Or Too Small, We Can Do If Al/

753-0342

Edward J. Riddle

arayboo KY
345-2790

Purchase Area Communications
Residential
'Caller I D
'Phone Jacks
•Telephones
Info

IDDLE
I PLUMBI
NG

inslaiiiron
i Repair

Div of Phone Center of Murray
If

802 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 7534181

Lic No. 5844

14FT fiat bottom Jon boat
with trailer. 15hp motor,
trolling motor,-2 seats.$950
obo 753-7375.
16FT skeeter 70HP
Yamaha, Evenrude trolling
motor & crappie bar.
753-7252
17FT 1986 Monarch aluminum, 40hp manner bass/
crappie rigged New seats,
TM LCR/flasher, $4,500
753-9339 after 6pm
1977 ARROW Glass bass
boat, 17ft, 85 Evinrude,
good shape, $3,500
753-0578 days

cc'

Cornmercai

PONTOON boat 24' Suntracker Party Barge 50hp
Mercury motor excellent
condition, $4,995
753-4573

Wel
Plurrbing
Selig &
Servos

WANT lo buy boat, motor &
trailer, in good shape. reasonable Call after 3pm.
436-5748

Banton,
1-100-5992 o

Calloway Co. Fir4=
a 4-04c
tl ' . lae Stius
753-6952

530
Services
Offered
1 I I 1 A Hauling, moving,
dean up, odd sobs, tree
trimming, tree removal,
mulch hauling Free est
mates
Tim Lamb
436-5744

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!
$500

Only

Per Week

RIDDLE
PLUMBING

(Minimum 13 Weeks)

Residential •Commercial

Call 753-19111

345-2790

104 N. 13th St.
753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES

11

Interior and Exterior
_
Residential & Commercial ooo
.

re•

1St .40.0•041

2,006 Sq. Ft. - 3 B•droom, 2 Bath

0

Li

cc

ot
2 Landscapod Lots Available
Soparatir bull trig lot to bo auctioned!

cc

At th home of the late
L.J. ("Joq') and Mellie S. Hortin.

F-

a to be said. Modern yet
0 Utile more
historical, tIes this home will always be known
as the ho
of two of Murray's more famous
citizens •
e Hortin Home.
Situated on a autiful 100x160 ft. well landscaped
lot with an adj. oi. • 100x160x89x160 ft lot available. These two park-like lots boast of towenng
shades, spruce, holly, beautiful shrubs and plantings The extra lot will be offered separate and
combined with the homesite.as per bidders options

cc
CC

0

cc

Enjoy this broth 2,006 sq tt home with features that
include prestigious location, excellent layout and
design; and quality features throughout.
Starting with the 6x33 ft five column front porch into
the 4.5x15.5 h. entry foyer lined with triple guest
closets. Enter the 14x 19 It formal living room or the
more casual 14x24.5 ft. family room with dining area
and majestic fireplace with wall to wall hearth Enjoy
the breakfast bar from the family room or perhaps
lunch with a view of the patio from the 8.5x24.5 eatin kitchen The kitchen with a surplus of counter
space and cabinetry is furnished with Frigidaire
range, dishwasher and garbage disposal Just off
the kitchen is a 6x6 ft utility room with washer and
dryer hook up, cabinetry and shelving and a mud
area hall to the carport
Back through the family room to the 4x22 5 ft hall
(with 2 closets) to a 9x10.5 ft tiled bath and 3 large
bedrooms. The first bedroom is 11x15 ft with an 8
ft closet The second bedroom is 11 ft 4 in. x 12 ft.
10 in with an 8 ft closet

The third bedroom - the master suite is 13 15x 15 ft.,
4 .plus it has a 6x9 ft tiled bath and a 9 ft. walk-in
CC closet, All three bedrooms'have a surplus of closet,
shelving and storage as well as hard wood floors,
other excellent features include a 15x30 ft concrete
patio with gas grill, a 22x28 ft double carport with
storage, central natural gas heating and air conditioning, city water and sewers and much more

r-

AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: This fine home is in need
of redecorating as Mrs Hortm has been -under a
nurses care for several years The heirs feel decor
(color schemes, etc) should be the choice of the
new owner
APPRAISALS ARE AVAILABLE
TERMS OF AUCTION: 15% deposit day of auction.
balance within 30 days A 10% Buyers Premium will
be added to the final bid and included in the total
contract price. Two recent appraisals are available
on this home However, this is an absolute auction
and this property sells to the highest and best bid
regardless of the amount
Partial Listing of PERSONAL PROPERTY

PIANO: Baldwin - walnut piano with bench
FURNITURE:Pair of his & her Victorian arm chairs
rose carved cherry coffee table with marble top, pair
1 drawer lyre end tables - rose carved MT. cherry
MT fern stand, 3 cushion Victorian couch with
matching chair, fine upholstered arm chair- rose
carved, walnut 2 tier dumb waiter. 3 mahogany side
tables, 74' 3 shelf curio, Drexel Gateleg drop leaf
dining table with 6 chairs (mahogany') Cherry
House - solid cherry bedroom suite (cannon ball
bed, triple dresser, chest on chest, 3 drawer
commode,3 piece art deco bedroom suite(4 poster
bed, dresser and chest); 1/2 octagon cabinet- liquor
storage,etc , 1 door 16-x45" lighted doll showcase Queen Anne legs, cherry drop leaf tea cart maple
dinette set(table and 2 chairs); pine 4 drawer night
stand, 34x67.5" maple china cabinet; 3 shelf
bookcase, pair mission style 4 shelf open book
cabinet; trophy cabinet or curio with 2 glass doors,2
pedestal 9 drawer holies desk, pedestal side table MT,three 30-x72" book shelf units, wood side chair,
footed cedar chest - E R Co. half table, sofa, 3
cushion couch black arm chair, 2 foot stools Qtee
University rocker & side char;6 piece patio set and
more

MEW

•
_

•

ACCESSORIES, CLOCKS, LAMPS, GLASSWARE, COLLECTIBLES pair of hand painted as
'Gone With The Wind lamps, wood magazine
caddy; 30x40 glided bevel glass mirror, brass
umbrella stand, Ingraham large 8 day mantle clock, •
(Waterburey'7) marble mantle clock; hand painted
dishes. Murray State dishes; Ohio University dishes, framed prints, marble base - brass column
table lamp;8 place Nontake ivory china - Marquis,
Johnson Bros pitcher, 22 piece Franciscan pink
flowers, 22 piece Steubenville china; 22 piece W S
George, Hall pitcher; crystal punch bowl set,
Victorian shell and Jewel pitcher and,8 glass circa
1860; old quilt pattern crystal creamer, sugar and
jelly bowl;leaded Pinwheel bowl,crystal stoneware, as
crystal compote,8 Ruby salts,64 piece set Nontake
Blue Dawn (creamer marked - occupied Japan),
pair crystal candle sticks with pnsms,crystal cookie
jar, cake stand, 1908 calendar plate - Clarksburg W
Virginia, 2 CG Independence hall plates, Lords
Supper plates, Ohio University demitasse set.
miniature kerosene lamp, marble lamp, milk glass
hobnail lamp, 3 floor lamps, 3 piece vanity set.
Chinese jar. porcelain pieces, M & Co water
pitchers, gold wall mirror, Carnival glass pieces,
brass & crystal candlesticks, baskets. brass eivets.
Collectibles 58 Griswold CI covered chicken pot,
Stoneware pitcher - Jack Daniels Old No 7, 5 area
rugs, several wool oriental rugs, old leather ball as
glove - Bill Doak, quilts, old DAK camera Costume
Ozegjo,o Mink cape, Hope violin and bow in case,
ladies clothes & accessones, wood handle kitchen •
utensils. etc

ite

1990 CREST III Pontoon
25ft teth1990 48hp Johnson Motor Excellent condition, $7,500 negotiable
436-2348 after 5pm or
leave message
ALUMINUM 36ft house
boat for sale Sleeps 4. latts
bath, kitchen, large front
deck Sun deck on top of
cabin 115hp Evenrude
motor 436-5811

1

ABSOLUTE
ESTATE AUCTION

cc

14 FOOT semi-v bottom
wide boat with trailer &
lights Good condition,
$500 753-2953

PROFESSIONAL PAINTING

753-2925

LOCATION Traveling Purchase Parkway take the
Hardin/Murray exit Take Hwy 641 to Murray, turn
nght on Main St , then right on 18th Street and finally
left on Lincoln Avenue Watch for aucOon signs!

cc

28FT 5th wheel, extra nice
489-2018

Boats
& Motors

GARLAND'S

1.1

1803 Lincoln Ave., Murray, Ky.

;Li

Campers

520

ANTIQUE refinishing. furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

Sat., March 12, 10:07 A.M.

o Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding.

. _Stork Tanks, Servers & Rooting
Call Us Anytime

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Weseash811111.
Whirlpool 30. years esBOBBY
pfor t•nc•
HOPPER, 436-5848

AUCTION R.A R.E. PUCTIC' R A R E. AUCTION R.A.R.E. AUCTIO
cc

,

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

BACKHOE Service corn
Oeto foundations septic
systems R H Nesbm Ma
sonry Phone 492 8516

Also Repair Work

Krum Lomb
ibchard Lamb

510

(502) 435-4699

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimaaos 753-0906 alter
5pm 759-9816 753-0496

iglearer!

Lamb's Small Engine

1989 MAZDA B2200,
sharp Call 753-6579 after
5Pm
1994 MAZDA 83000 SE
cab plus, Alloy wheels,
bedlines, a/c, p/s, p/b, am/
fm cassette stereo.
489-2335

A 1 coopenlry work, house
plans drawn remodieng
decks homes bud. no job
to small free enmities
Call J&C Construction
436 5396

Across from Southern States

Used
Trucks
1962 FORD pick-up, uric
body, 327 Chevy engine, 4
valve, 350 turbo trans,
great truck ride 8 drive
anywhere, $1,600 obo
474-8216.

Al A tree service Removal
trimming hauling
clean
up 492-8254

Authorised
BRIGGS & STRATTON
aid COHISit
Smoot Cesar

CEEM

500

1984 PONTIAC Firebird
auto. polo, bit, anVfm cas- 1973 CHEVROLET, 1 Ion,
sette, ott,500- obo.—$17,4001-7S3:8756.
753-1741 after 4pm Wed
1974 BLUE, 4 wheel drive
after 9prn.
Dodge, excellent shape
1985 BUICK Century, Asking $3,900 498-8984
loaded, 86,XXX miles
1976 FORD truck, stick
759-4734
shift, new motor, $1,200
1985_ CADILLAC Sedan obo, and 1967 Chevy truth,
Devine, share, new Ores, stick shift, $1,000 obo.
92,XXX miles, $5,000 436-2528
753-3447
1981 CHEVY pick-up, full
size, excellent condition
Most sell' 753-4545

You Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

an
id s

'bon
iea

Ikameyeles
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TURN OF THE CENTURY DOLLS
Approx 12', kid body, red check dress, bisque
features, enamel teeth, eye closer, auburn hair -AM
10/0xDep Armond Marseille. approx 10- 21 Germany R 11/0A paper mache body - blonde hair,
blue dress, sleepy eyes. Circa 1914, approx 23' K
'R Simon & Halbig 29 Germany 55Jointed body,eye
closer, blue dress, Bisque German 128/A, red satin
dress, brown hair, Circa 1920, 12' fainted body,
fixed eyes, hp skin tones, 24 Victorian hp china
doll, bisque head - Elsie Harlow yellow dress,
brown hair, KGM 390, made in Germany, 16'5 hp
China doll. 105' China doll, cloth body: 12'
porcelain doll, cloth body, 14" porcelain doll, cloth
body, bisque with natural hair doll other dolls wind
up baby clown and more
COINS: Solver halves, mercury dimes, buffalo
nickels wheat cents, Kennedy halves, silver quarters, liberty halves, all coins are loose

APPUANCES 8 MISCELLANEOUS Fngidaire 17
cubic ft almond refrigerator, RCA console color TV,
Whirlpool washer & dryer. Sunbeam electnc skillet,
GE iron, GE portable radio, Corningware. Pyrex
dishes, electric coffee pot, pressure cooker, GE
upnght vacuum, Hoover upright, Smith Corona
electric typewriter and table, card table pots and
pans, dishes glasses and others
STERLING SILVER: Silver plates, 8 sterling silver
mint Julep cups.2 sets of sterling candleholders. set
of salt and pepper shakers, 36 piece set sterling
flatware, set of crown pattern silver plated flatware
(86 piece), set of 13 International silver spoons.
souvenir spoons 9 silver plated serving pieces
MISCELLANEOUS: Fishing rods, reels & tackles.
step ladder. Bf30 Grill, snow ores, Christmas
decorations. luggage, bathroom and bedroom linens, old portable typewriter, misc books, men's
watches, pocket knives. Formica drop leaf table,
cook books, small appliances and much more
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: Sixty-three years of
housekeeping Come expecting much more
TERMS: Cash or check with ID

ROB
ERT ALEXANDER
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
1860
••
iir•"`".
0 4
-row'

Lone

Oak Road, Paducah, Ky. 42003
PHONE (502) 554-5212

ROBERT ALEXANDER - BROKER A AUCTIONEER
JOHN ALEXANDER - AUCTIONEER

NATION WIDE TOLL FREE: 1-800-307-SOLD

1 -800-599-2790
A

MI*
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tam=
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hauling Cat Drag Daley
Sartan Lawn Care
753-4916

your spring cleaning
ResKientialiCommercsal
753-5934

908 S Plumbing RINOW
Service Al ova outran753 1 134 Of
t••d
436 5832

ANTENNA Repair and n
mallow Replace or instal
quality Char. Masao an
Wards rolors and wine
kers Boaaitiri s Antenna
Buchanan
Service
901-6424077
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory Waned by 3 mop
manufacturers All work
and ports warranted Asti
fct Andy al The Appian,
Worts. 753-2455

BREAKING & doting ger
dens Yard landscaping,
bush hogging & mulching
Free estimates 436-5430
BR Y ON'S LAWN SERFree estimates
753-4591

VICE

CARPET installation 30
plus years experience
commonage and resiclen
MA vinyl We baba Wort
guaranteed Measures and
ropers Cal 474-2131 or
437-454,3

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN avec tare
installation new replace
ment 759-1515
BACKHOE Stereos com
pieta foundations sepic
systems A H Nesbitt Mesorwy Phone 492 8516
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL SeClec systern drive
ways hauling bum:lotions
etc '59-4664

BEST as Si dens
mowed 753419416
COE S General Repair

SILLS Window Calming Electric carpentry anima
SWAG, Back to help with finishing plumbing

ALPHA Ekaners Carper
WY remooeling porches
rooting concrete carve
ways painting mantel
nonce etc Free estimates
489-2303

k.'

Mall

BIG Mantervenos & town
care Free esandies Aak
▪ 758-4400

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes tor
moor home boats RVs
and Mc Excellent protection high quality excellent
value AC, 141 759-4664

CHISI Chin Chimney
Sweep. has 10% sensor
czen dscounts We sal
chimney caps and screens
4.35-4191

492-8403
CONSTRUCTION Fran
ing $2 a square tool and
Tripp Williams
up
753-0663
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes. Waders. offices
Wuirs Recovery Murray
4365560
CUNNINGHAM'S Hating
and Cooing Senna, Coin
pale naelletion and ser
vic• Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
it septic sys
backhoe
toms 354 8161 after sprn

CUSTOM bush hogging
& Meng (up to 6'cleep)
4862996
DRYWALL tenoning repars acklitions and blow
rig cengs 753-4761
ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heeling Cooling 8 Electric.
Inc Service sakes and in
saltation (502) 435 4699
436-4.327
EXPERIENCED dry wall
hashing Reterences avax
aria 436 2060
GENERAL Roper plumbing roofing tree work
436-2642
GERALD

WALTERS

RoWing. vifiyIsi, point
wog Free estimates 18
years expenence Local re
lemmas 436 2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
dotes vinyl flooring
4362052

• Waggly.
Bi-Weektr.
Owe-Trwe
Servaces
• Free esasiumes

Os: William Duncan
Building Contractor
Expenenced builder of houses
garages pole barns 8 storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates no job too large or too
small

474-8267

HEATING Ron Hall Heat
rig Cooing and Electnc
Co Service unit replace
ment and complete mole
Don Licensed gas instaii.3.
Phone 435 4699

LAIL LAWN SERVICE coin
menial or resaleneer tree
estimable Call 753-4001
attar 5prii
PLUMBING repairman with
same day senesce Call
436 5255

LICENSED tor eiectric anc
gas 753-7203

ss rioa, offering
Pans lava Keyamkoni.65500Ms. 1.4agnolocliusinses
Cads Kass Balloons Desk Accessories, Wen°
Boards Pris and Maly Merl More Pnalimaill

Call (502) 382-2306

Cuenca encsaiii wows
claT011 1.001:5150510a5G

SEAMLESS gutters in
staled retalenttal or corn
metros Serval Gutter Co
753643-3

Al Types Of:
Custom Woodworking
end
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drov By Ana Soo aw Showroom •
MO &Aeon • Mina (IsIM bunny Breed)

SEWING machine war
KienneM Elarnhill 753 2674

SURE WAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured rinth full
Ione of equipment Free as
timates Day or night
753 5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aiuminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
'59 4690

er West

We accept Ilea or IllaaterCaell

SANDBLASTING lawn
tumours truck beds cars
vadat equipment anti
ques motorcycles No iob
no big or small Call Mike
Holton 753-8756

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492 8742

TUESDAY. MARCH & 1994
c. (For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
doe ot birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
ivirits a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE prove both refreshing and beneficial.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22):
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
An emotional and mental house- Your success is centered on artistic
cleaning will set the stagy for pro- output and stead) perseverance.
fessional and personal growth. Tie Steer clear of nsky financial transacup any financial loose ends by late.' titons this month Speaking your
spring. Opting for a clean slate in mind keeps you from blending in
May will propel you into a brighter with the crowd.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
future. Investment opportunities will
abound next fall. Go for quality, not enthusiasm runs high for a new
quantity. New academic doors open financial venture or romantic relaat year's end. Happy romance will tionship. Step up to the plate and bat
a home run! Comparison shopping
get 1995 off to a flying start!
CELEBRITIES BORN ON will yield some fine bargains. Stick
THIS DATE: dancer Cyd Chansse. to the essentials.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
the Monkeys' Mickey Dolenz, English actress Lynn Redgrave, baseball The morning hours look great for
business and personal gains. Your
player Jim Rice.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): It ideas and projects receive new suppays to keep your nose to the grind- port. Be willing to pay top dollar for
stone today. A lucky break could expert advice. Half-measures will no
develop in a flash. Experience longer suffice.
SAGITTARIUS:(Nov. 22-Dec.
counts big in business. Get as much
as you can, Be realistic about 21): You could give or get the
wrong impression at work this
romance.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): morning. Diplomacy is advised if
The emphasis now is on being fru- you want to reach an understanding
gal. If you dine out, choose some- with an influential associate.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
place inexpensive. Practice some
small economies if you want family 19): Take nothing for granted. Conmembers to develop thrifty habits. firm all routes, timetables and finan.
cial figures. Success hinges on your
Avoid pointless squabbling.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): A acting with a large degree of certainfamily or relationship problem may ty. Too much analysis could lead to
have you frustrated. Employing costly hesitation. Be decisive.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
logic over emotion will keep your
thinking on track. Throw out nega- On-again, off-again negotiations are
on again. A new alliance will help
tive thoughts.
v1heyou attiiin your goiTs. Fol1i5S—
CANCER (June 21-TuV22)A
dream could prove prophetic. Get wise.advice of old friends. Fun
your spintual life in gear. Your abil- social activities will unite a winning
ity to work calmly when under pres- group.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
sure will impress someone influential. A raise or promotion could be Patience and a willingness to compromise let you mend some emoin the works.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You tional fences. Steer clear of crowds;
may have some free time to yOur- one-on-one encounters are favored':
sell Why not explore activities that •Apply psychology to a tricky s•ittiacan improve your well-being? A non. Spend quality time with offvisit to a health spa or gym could spring.

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS!

ROCKY COLSON Homo
Rep&N
Roofing siding
paining plumbing con
area Free estimates CM
474 2307

Ilk

753-5940

Protect Your Number One Inviistmant

dip

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. damning
servicing $15 most repairs

535 Trait niansil:rsiiis
Airno • Open 9-12 15
Mon - Fri. 753-0530

1111 DAY PIUNTINS
PAPER1111161116
1iurrrainy

\ Fes Esteem

7334931

No

HO Standards Mei An Elea Touch For Detail

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting
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BLONDIE
:

[VISA

tTo order a revised and updated copy of leant DiXon's best-selling book - Yesterday. Tdday and Fore,
er How Astrotogy Can Help You Find Your Place us God's Plan.-sad S8 95 plus SI postage and handling
to Dixon. do Andrews and McMeel. P0'Box 419242. Kansas City. Mo. 64141 Make checks payable to
Andrews and McMetel

753-1916

Call Us Today!

GET

WE KEEP UP WI
OUR DILLS "A

TODAY'S CHILDREN are very bright and find studying easy. With
gentle encouragement. they' will go to great lengths to achieve their goals.
Compassionate and helpful, these Pisces will do everything they can to
assist their friends and family. They love entertaining and will want their
homes to be beautiful as well as comfortable. Although these Pisces enjoy
spending time alone, they treasure their pals. They are less self-sufficient
emotionally than they like to appear!

Visa and Master Card

ITS erne to start thinking
about mowing your yara
Cal Wayne s Lawn Ser
vice 489-2342 Free est
maws ReasonabIe raves
KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING Make your old
new again with Formica At
colors tree estimates
Wullf's Recovery VAurray
KY 4365560
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Need extra cash...advertise in classifieds
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44

5009 HInkleville, Paducah KY
Call (502) 442-7771 for more information
club Hours

CATHY

Ilil-F tetm-830on Sat330am 7pm Sun 12pm-6prr

OUR BUSINESS IS SAVINdYOUR BUSINESS MONEY'
a.

Grand Opening Today'
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And that s a healthy start to a better bottom line
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TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 7, the 66th day of 1994. There are 299
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 7, 1850, in a three-hour speech to the U.S. Senate, Daniel
Webster endorsed the Compromise of 1850 as a means of preserving
the Union.
On this date:
In 1849, horticulturist Luther Burbarlewu born in Lancaster, Mass.
In 1875, composer Maurice Ravel was born in Cibourrie, France.
In 1876, Alexander Graham Bell received a patent for his
telephone.
In 1911, the United States sent 20,000 troops to the Mexican border
as a precaution in the wake of the Mexican Revolution.
In 1926, the first successful trans-Atlantic radio-telephone conversation took place, between New York and London.
In 1936, Adolf Hider ordered his troops to march into the Rhineland, thereby breaking the Treaty of Versailles and the Locarno Pact.
In 1945, during World War II, U.S. forces crossed the Rhine River
south of Cologne, Germany.
In 1981, anti-government guerrillas in Colombia executed
kidnapped American Bible translator Chester Allen Bitterman, whom
they accused of being a CIA agent.
Ten years ago: Three Israelis were killed when a bomb exploded on
a bus in the port city of Ashdod, south of Tel Aviv, in the third major
attack on Israeli Jews in three months.
Five years ago: Secretary of State James A. Baker III met with
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze in Vienna, Austria..
Baker agreed to visit Moscow the following May to discuss prospects
for a summit between President Bush and Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev.
One year ago: Authorities said David Koresh, the leader of the
Branch Davidians, was becoming irritable and had rejected proposals
to end a week-long standoff at his compound near Waco, Texas.
Today's Birthdays: Photographer Lord Snowdon is 64. TV weatherman Willard Scott is 60. Auto racer Janet Guthrie is 56. Actor Daniel
J. Travanti is 54. Actor John Heard is 49. Rock singer Peter Wolf is
48. Football Hall of Fainer Franco Harris is 44. Former football player
Lynn Swann is 42. Tennis player Ivan Lendl is 34.
Thought for Today: "I would rather live in a world where my life is
surrounded by mystery than live in a world so small that my mind
could comprehend it." — Henry Emerson Fosdick, American clergyman (1878-1969).
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LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago
Members of Calloway County
Young Farmer dclegauon at Kentucky YFA convenuon at Paducah were Danny and Judy Cunningham, Terry and Carol
Rogers, Dale and Janice Outland,
Jim and Judy Stahler, Johnnie
and Cathy Stockdale, Mike and
Debbie Burchett, Jerry and Melissa Stark, Rick and Stacy Murdock, Kenny and Luna Greer,
Marty and Tina Carraway, Tripp
and Sharon Furches, and John
and Rebecca lrvah.
Phillip Adams and Kenny Collins arc pictured doing maintenance work on an ambulance of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Ambulance Service.
Susan Cunningham of Murray
has returned from three days of
education training and motivation
at annual Mary Kay Cosmetic
Leaders' Conference at Atlanta,

Tarty years ago
Kentucky Lt. Gov. Harry Lee
Waterfield in a telegram to Calloway Coounty Judge Robert 0.
Miller expressed his concern for
the tragedies from the tornado
that struck Calloway and Marshall Counties on March 4.
Dr. A.D. Buuerworth has resigned as health officer of Calloway County because of his
health. He has served as health
officer of Calloway, Marshall and
Graves Counties since July 1960.
In Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament, Benton
beat College High and South
Marshall beat Calloway County
High. High team scorers were
McGregor for Benton, Gordon
and Shroat for College High,
Warren for South Marshall and
Crick for Calloway County.
Forty years ago
Army Pvt. Billy R. Stewart,

Twenty years ago
Plans to widen U.S. Highway
641 to four lances from Murray
to Benton have been approved by
the Federal Bureau of Public
Roads, according to Congressman
Frank Albert Stubblefield.
Navy Dentalman Recruit
Deborah K. Bolls, daughter of
Mrs. Inez Bolls of Murray, has
been assigned to Dental Technician School at San Diego, Calif.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William Don Bailey, Feb. 24; a boy to Dr. and
Mrs. Jerome Hainsworth, Feb.
25.
Murray High School beat Calloway County High School for
the championship of Fourth District High School Basketball
Tournament. High team scorers
were Glenn Jackson for Murray
and James Wells for Calloway.

son of Mr. and Mrs. N.G. Stewart, is stationed at Camp Gordon,
Ga.
Jean Dick, Don Myers, Melvin
Henley, Jerden McKinney, Wade
Underwood, Norma Jean Warren,
Judy Barnett, Gerald Jeffrey and
Fred Gardner are members of
cast of operetta, "The Tea House
of Sing Lo" to be presented by
Murray Training School at Little
Chapel at Murray State College
on March 9.
In Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament, Sharpe
beat New Concord and Brewers
beat Hazel. High team scorers
were Lampley for Sharpe, Mathis
for New Concord, Morgan for
Brewers and Byers for Hazel.
Both Sharpe and Brewers will
play in the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament
starting March 10 at Can Health
Building, Murray State College

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: I missed the letter
from "Old-Fashioned," who evidently did not approve of people living
together before marriage, but I had
to write to you when I read the
reply from "Sharon" — whose fiance
moved in with her prior to their
marriage to help her with her
breast cancer treatment and all the
physical and emotional issues surrounding this disease.
- -My-daughteri--Treey,was-alsediagnosed with breast cancer at the
age of 24. Four months before her
wedding, she moved in with her
fiance. Seven months after they were
married, we lost her. She was 29. I
thank God every day for the time she
had to ex .ence life as l.. as she

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE
NE DON'T LIVE HIGH!
NE DON'T SPL'JRGE!

DEAR MOTHER: My sincere for me,her 88-year-old grandfather.
could;including their living together,
and especially for the great love my • condolences on the loss of your
J.J. IN TERRYVILLE,CONN.
son-in-law, Mark, had for her. He daughter. Almost everyone we
know has lost a loved one to
could have walked away, but didn't.
DEAR J.J.: You may stop
I now work with the Colorado this terrible disease. I hope in whenever you like. And since
Chapter of the National Breast our lifetime a cure for cancer is she has, in your words,"done
Cancer Coalition, whose goal is the found. Thank you for your
nothing for you," right now isn't
poignant, sensible letter.
prevention and cure of breast cantoo soon.
cer. I do this because of Tracy, and
•••
for my other daughters, Terry and
*4*
Tiana, and for you and me and all
-DEAR-ABBY;My grandclaughtdir ----I3EAR ABBY: I want to thank
women.
is now 25 years old. Ever since she
I send my love to "Sharon" and
you for printing the article from the
was born, I have given her $50 on
am so thankful she is a survivor. I
person who recommended holding
every birthday.
hope you can publish this'letter.
your pet while it is "put down" to
She has now graduated from col, make its last passing
And, Abbjt, thank you for all your
moments
work. Pleaseaignme.....
- - lege and has a job.
more bearable. I had handed over
My question: When do I stop giv- that task to my husband on
ONE MOTHER'S LOVE IN
two
LOUISVILLE,COW.. ing her money? She has done nothing other occasions, but this time, with
a cat I'd loved for 13 years, I
changed my approach.
"Bailey" was my favorite of all
the cats I've hail. We shared a special relationship. I couldn't allow
her to go through this without my
loving touch and voice to soothe her.
By GARY LARSON
THE FAR SIDE
My grief is stronger with this
pet's passing than any pet I've ever
had. But knowing that there was no
struggle, that she felt no pain, and
remembering how she purred to the
very end assures me that I did what
was kindest for her. After the love
and affection she gave me during
her lifetime, it was the very least I
could give back to her. Thanks for
listening.
AMY STITT,
PEACHTREE CITY,GA.

1

CALVIN and HOBBES

BOI, ITS A GOOD
TUING I DID IT

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

41
CATHY

"Aaaaaaaaaa!...Oh, sorry — it's just the dog."

00 YOU THINK
.
WE HAVE ANY
FUTURE TO&ETHER ALEX')

I DON'T
KNOW
WE'LL SEE
WHAT
HAPPENS.

0
!mow,

••11-

WHAT DO
40U THINK
YOU WANT
TO HAVE
HAPPEN ".

I DoorT THINK I RELAXED AND TOOK TIME
ABOUT IT. LET'S IN AiY LAST THREE RELATIONSHIPS TM OUT Of TIME,
JUST RELAX
AND TAKE SOME ALEX! MIN TIME 15 U5f0 Lie
TIME TO BE
I NEED ID KNOW EXACTLY
WITH EACH
WHAT'S AHEAD Oft I NEED
OTHER.
it BAIL RIGHT Now!,

/
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-
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1116.k...4 ArlinAP.111
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

ACROSS
1 Soup du —
5 British Navy
abbr.
8 Many
12 Capable of
(2 wds )
13 Ginseng plant
14 Silkworm
15 Go around
17 Entertainer
Leslie —
19 Paradises
20 Prince of —
21 Harness part

23 Actress —
Carter
24 Footlike part
28 African
country
28 Over there
31 — Paso,
Texas
32 — voyage
33 Integrated
circuit (abbr
34 Hit — dirt

GARFIELD

Answer to Previous Puzzle

36 Dark wood
38 Middle East
org
39 — -daisy
41 Watch —
step
43 Chicken
45 — light.
movie
equipment
48 Jack the —
50 "— and
Clyde"
51 A Great Lake
52 School org
54 Land
measure
55 Sight organs
56 Roman 3,000
57 Smell
strongly
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S
ENNECID
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MICE
ANN
RODE
STEN
NIT
SNAP
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3 Declares
4 TV's -Arledge
5 -Ben —
6 Phys
7 French coin
8 Lawful
9 By mouth

DOWN
1 "Hey
2 — - — page
(commentary
section)
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1 A GEEK ?
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THERE'S A CERTAIN
ALMOST INDESCRIBABLE
FEELING IN Ti4E AIR.
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10 Rival of
"Newsweek"
11 Impudence
(sl.)
16 Information
agcy
18 Dancer —
Verdon
22 Lumpy
23 Child minder
24 Energy
25 Guido's high
note
27 "Scooby
29 Lubricate
30 Sgt
35 Young urban
professional
36 Anglo-Saxon
slave
37 — Ono
38 King's son
40 Pontiffs
42 Of arm bone
43 Algonquian
Indian
44 Wellventilated
46 Ireland
47 Carnival
performer
49 LP speed
50 Cheat (ii.)
53 Brand mane
(abbr)

DEAR DR. GOTT: I've seen many
articles on hepatitis B but still have
unanswered questions. Once you have
it, are you automatically a carrier?
Once cured, can it be passed on to an
offspring? Are periodic checks to
avoid recurrence necessary? And,
finally, are immunization shots of any
value after you have had it?
DEAR READER: Hepatitis B is a
type of viral liver infection, usually
transmitted by contaminated blood
transfusions or by any means, including puncture wounds and sexual
activity, that introduce the virus into
the recipient's bloodstream.
Once having had hepatitis B, about
90 percent of patients recover, are not
carriers of the virus and have permanent protection against future infections. Unpredictably, about 10 percent
of patients become carriers or develop chronic hepatitis.
A patient's hepatitis B status can be
determined by a series of blood tests,
which will indicate whether the person has the infection, has had it and
cured it or still carries the virus (and
is, therefore, a risk to others).
Hepatitis B is a worldwide health
problem because more than 10 percent of populations — especially in
the Far East — carry the virus, and
transmit it to their children.
Once cured in a non-carrier, however, it cannot be passed to one's offspring.
Periodic blood tests (to avoid recurrencei are not necessary, because
most patients are immune for life.
Hepatitis B immunization is of no
value after an infection — unless
blood tests show that a person is not
immune, a highly unusual circumstance. The vaccine is recommended
for people at high risk, such as health
care workers, certain school personnel and employees of correctional systems.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there anything
that can be done to help bunions other
than surgery? I take aspirin and Advil
and dread surgery.
DEAR READER Bunions, bony
outgrowths at the bases of the first
toes, displace the toe bones out of
position but are not a hazard to
health Nevertheless, these painful
inconveniences of unknown cause)
may require surgical correction,
which is safe and usually successful,
for comfort): Being a mechanical
problem, bunions need a mechanical
solution.
Non-surgical therapy includes special foot gear (whic'h'takes the pmsure off the swollen areasJ, steroid
injections'(to alleviate pain), and pills
(such as Advil) to reduce inflammation — all taken with the preeerlptien
of "learn to live with it."
If you choose to avoid surgery, your
health will not suffer, and you can
delay an operation until the time
comes when the bunions are simply
too uncomfortable to*WO.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Lillie Wiebe Giesbrecht
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Mrs- Lithe Wiebe Giesbrecht, 54, RL 7. Murray. Lynn Grove coinmilady, died Sunday at 115 a.m at her home. Her death followed an
extended illness.
She was a member of Church ot tsod in Chnst Minnimite. Born
Nov. 29. 1939, in Hillsboro. Kan., she was the daughter of the late
Isaac Wiebe and Gladys Rodger Wiebe.
Sur.ivors include her husband, Firmui Giesbrecht, to whom she was
married on Oct. 30, 1960; four daughters, Mrs. Joan Janu, Farwell.
Minn., Mrs Angela Lowther, Farmington, and Kaylene Giesbrecht
anti Tamara Giesbrecht, Rt. 7, Murray; one son, Lance Gicsbrecht,
PftsCher Creek. Alberta, Canada; two sisters, Mrs. Lucillt
Mininger,
r.
Almena, Wis., and Mrs. Christine Fnesen, Barron. Wis.: four brothers.
Ranson Weibe, Kenneth Weibe, Clayton Weibe and Richard Weibe,
all of Durham. Kan.; eight grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m at University Church
of Chnst, Murray. Burial will follow in Harmony Cemetery near Lynn
Grove.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 7 p.m.
Tuesday
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Mrs. Maurine Duncan Mitchell
Mrs. Maurine Duncan Mitchell, 89, died Saturday at 8:30 P.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. She had been a Paducah educator
tor 42 years.
Born in Calloway CoutIty, she was the daughter of the late Daniel
Franklin Duncan and Elizabeth Mitchie Jordan Duncan Her husband,
Eugene Wayland Mitchell, and four sisters, Iva loots, Ophelia Bazzell, Edith Duncan and Ellen Duncan, also preceded her in death.
She attended Chunn Elementary School at Browns Grove and Lynn
Grove High School in Calloway County. She was a 1931 graduate of
Murray State Teachers College and did graduate work at Peabody
Teachers College and Murray State University.
After teaching for MCI years in Henry County. Tenn...14n..141knell
moved to Paducah in 1928 to begin teaching third grade at Whittier
Elementary. She later assumed duties as principal, which responsibilities he had at the time the school closed in 1969. She taught Special
Education one year at Cooper Elementary. Paducah. before retiring in
1970, after a career that spanned 44 years.
Mrs. Mitchell, a member of Broadway Church of Christ. was actoe
in many organizations including Delta Kappa Gamma. Daughters of
the American Revolution. United Daughters of the Confederacy.
Children of the Confederacy and Matinee Music Club. She also-was
being honored this year as a 50-year member of Paducah Woman's
Club. She was well known for her support of her school's ParentTeacher orgnaization and its fall festivals as well as her flower
gardens.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. LaVira J. Boyarski and husband, Gary, Paducah: two granddaughters, Ladona J. Stratton-Little,
Paducah. and Larena lene' Strauon. Lexington; eight nieces and
nephews, all of Calloway County.
Memorial services will be Tuesday at 1 p.m in the chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home, Paducah, with the Rev. Bob Kirsey officiating.
Graveside rites will follow at Antioch Church of Christ Cemetery
near Browns Grove in Graves Counts. Charlie Arnett, nephew of Mrs.
Mitchell, will officiate.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday.
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Rupert McCuiston
Rupen McCuiston, 91, Rt. 1, Kirksey, died Saturday at 12:32 p.m.
Trinity Hospetal, Em, Tenn.
He had been retired as a due setter with Star Tool & Die Worts,
Detroit, Mich. A Kentucky Colonel, he was a member and deacon of
Freewill Baptist Church. Dearborn, Mich:.
He, was married July 24. 1924. to the former Novella Riley. who
died Apnl 17, 1993. Born Nov. 12, 1902, at New Concord, he was the
son of the late Monte McClinton and Flora Hamlin McCuiston.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Violet Newsome and husband,
the Rev. William, Rt. I. Kirksey. two sisters. Mrst Lola Morgan.
Hazel. and Mrs. Hilda Reynolds, Montgomery, Ala.; two brothers,
Macon McCuiston, Nashville, Tern., and Pat McCuiston and wife.
Clara. Pembroke; two granddaughters, Mrs Sharon Collings and husband. Capt. Donald, Middletown, Md., and Ms. Pamela Robinson,
Kidney; lour great-grandchildren, Donal Collings 11 and wife, Mary,
Sucey Collings. Stephanie Collings and Robert Collings.
Services will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Bob Dotson will officiate. Burial
will follow in Mt. Zion Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).
it
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Glen N. Reeder
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Services for Glen N. Reeder were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. James Hahn officiated. The song service
was by singers from West Murray Church of Christ, where he was
member.
Pallbearers were Norvis Parker, Irvin Lee Parker. Jeffrey Reeder.
Barry Lee, Jerry Fulton and James Golden. Burial was in Murray
. Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Reeder, 77, Poplar Street, Murray, died Friday at 5 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
A Navy veteran of World War 11, he was reured_from General Tire
Born Feb. 12, 1917, in Model, Tenn.. he was the son of the late Charlie H. Reeder and Cordie Champion Reeder.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Katie Morris Reeder, to whom he
was married on Oct. 24, 1936; one daughter. Mrs. Shairley Keaton
and husband, Thomas, Fremont, Calif.; two sons, Chester Reeder and
wife, Jo, Cleveland, Tenn., and Coleman Reeder and wife. Laura 10.
Kirksey.: four grandchildren, seven great-grandchildren:.

Claude Wilson Edmonson
The funeral for Claude Wilson
Edmonson was Sunday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral
'Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Ronnie
Sivells officaued. Burial was in
East End Cemetery, Cadiz.
Mr. Edmondson. 52, Maple
Grove Road, Cadiz, died Thursday at 5:45 p.m. in a rural area
near Charleston. Ky.
He was self-employed as owner and operator of Edmonson
Trucking and Logging. He was of
Baptist faith.
Born Oct. 16, 1941, in Muhlenburg County, he was the son
of Mary Josephine Simmons
Edmonson Poyner and the late
Albert Hollon Edmonson. One
brother. Kenneth Edmonson, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife,
mrs Louise Dixon Edmonson:
three daughters, Mrs. Brenda
Edmonson, Frankfort. and Nancy
Ann Edmonson and Terri Lynn
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Edmonson. Cadiz, two grandsons,
Stephen Claude Edmonson and
Dakota Dalton Omela, Cadiz; his
mother, Mrs. Mary Josephine
Poyner. Cadiz, four sisters. Betty
Smith. Eddyville, and Gracie
Choate, Becky Tyler and Mary
Eaves, Cadiz; six brothers, Bobby
and Linn Edmonson. Murray, and
Philip, Douglas, David and Paul
F-dmonson, Cadii

5 Star Flat
Latex Wall Paint
• One coat coverage
• Washable • No fading
• Custom colors available
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Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
More and more people are taking advantage of the opportunity to pre-plan their funeral arrangements, with the Family
Considerations program.
You can choose the arrangements you want. This way your
family won't face a difficult decision later. You can also pre-pay
your arrangements so your family won't inherit a financial
burden.
Call or come by today. The Family Considerations program is
a great idea.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Professional. Personal Deriwerod krince Modern FiEilloes
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euth An IRA!
An Individual Retirement Account(IRA) is still a smart investment.
You can avoid Uncle Sam through tax free dollars set aside for your
retirement. We have
people who can answer
your IRA questions.
COMMONWEALTH BANK
Give us a call quick!
A Fadarai Savings Bank

UNITED

I 300 lohnson Boulevard Murray. KY 42071 502-759-4443
Member FDIC
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